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A BSTRA C T
The Lower Bajocian to Middle Callovian Ammonitina of an unlocalized
collection from the Kemaboe Valiev of West Irian (formerly West or Dutch
New Guinea) is described; several uppermost Jurassic to basal Cretaceous
ammonite species of the same collection are recorded only. Most of the species
and genera are either new to the Indo-Malayan Archipelago or have previously
been wrongly classified. Docidoccras s.s., Stephanoccras s.s., Bullatimorphitcs
(Treptoceras), and Cobbanites (?) are new to the entire Southeast Asia-Australia area.
The Lower Bajocian (Sonninia sowcrbyi Zone) is clearly indicated by the
Mediterranean Docidoccras (Docidoccras) longalvum (Vacek) showing close
affinity to the Anatolian subspecies D. limatum (Pompeckj), and by Fontanncsia sp. with affinity to the West Australian F. clarkci (Crick) and possibly be
ing identical with ‘ Grammoccras* kiliani (Kruizinga) from the Sula Islands
in the Moluccas. Middle Bajocian is represented by the almost cosmopolitan
Stephanoccras ex gr. S. humphricsianum (Scnverby) and by the probably en
demic species S. (Stcmmatoccras ?) cthcridgci (Gerth), possibly present in both
dimorphs. The presence of Bullatimorphitcs (Treptoceras) aff. B. uhligi
(Popovici-Hatzeg) and ( ?) Cobbanites aff. C. engleri (Frebold) suggests Upper
Bathonian age or Lower Callovian age, and affinities with Europe-Western
Asia and the northern Cordilleras respectively. Early Middle Callovian is
clearly indicated by the ‘Indie’ Subkossmatia and Eucycloceras ( ? ) . Curiously
enough, the usually ubiquitous Macrocephalites s.l. assemblage of the Lower
Callovian is missing.
The unnamed new subgenus of Bullatimorphitcs ?, including B. costidensus,
n. sp., and the associated Irianitcs, n. gen., based on the much discussed
' Cocloccras* moermanni Kruizinga from the Sula Islands, are probably Callo
vian and possibly Middle Callovian in age; it is suggested that Bullatimor
phitcs ? (n. subgen.) is phylogenetically intermediate between true Bullatimor
phitcs (Middle Bathonian to Lower Callovian) and the eucycloceratids, par
ticularly Subkossmatia (Middle Callovian). The family Macrocephalitidae as
defined in the ‘Treatise,’ by the same token, would then be of polyphyletic
origin, including the macrocephalitids proper which evolved from sphaeroceratids, as well as the eucycloceratids. The Eucycloceratidae Spath are, there
fore, provisionally again separated, at least at the subfamily level.
The previous finds of Bajocian to Callovian Ammonitina in New Guinea
and the Indonesian archipelago are re-examined.

IN T R O D U C T IO N
Like all previous ammonite collections from New Guinea, the
fossils under study were obtained ex situ from stream bed and
river bed pebbles of more or less worn and broken concretions.
Consequently, no stratigraphic evidence is available; however, one
important faunal association is known: a single fragment of a con
cretion contained Irian ites cf. I. m oerm an n i (Kruizinga) and
B u lla tim o rp h ites ? (T rep to cera s ?) costidensus, n. sp. U nfortun
ately, the other fossils before reaching us had already been removed
from the concretions and segregated without indicating associa-
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tions. Nevertheless, this collection of largely new or hitherto ob
scure forms from the important but little known southeast Asian
archipelago is judged worthwhile to be published. T h e ammonites
described herein represent the majority of a collection made in
the course of an ethnological expedition by Dr. C.C.F.M. Le Roux
during 1939-1940 to the region of the Kemaboe Valley in the Cen
tral Ranges of central West Irian (formerly West New Guinea or
Netherlands New Guinea) (Text-figs. 1,2). Probably all of the
fossils were obtained along the bed of the Iwaboe River, a left
tributary of the Kemaboe entering about four kilometers below
Zanepa.
T h e complete collection, permanently stored at the Rijksmuseum van Geologie en Mineralogie (R.G.M .) in Leiden, T h e
Netherlands, comprises approximately 270 ammonites, many frag
mentary, of which more than 200 were sent to us and the remainder
briefly studied in the Leiden collections. All are preserved in
black calcareous mudstone containing variable amounts of free
calcite and disseminated pyrite, together with some silica, in a
matrix of the same material. This mode of preservation was noted
by Boehm (1913) in ammonites from Windesi, northern Lenggeroe
area (Text-fig. 1, loc. 3) but with the difference that the silica
was a more prominent constituent of the concretions. T h e state
of preservation of the material is good although in some cases
the inner whorls have been crushed on one side or, more rarely,
destroyed. Some whorls have been partly crushed and a few have
been compressed clorso-ventrally. Exposed whorls have also suffered
from transportation.
In August 1968, G. Westermann studied the main Jurassic
ammonite collections from Indonesia (including West Irian) dur
ing a brief visit to the following institutions in T h e Netherlands:
Rijksmuseum van Geologie en Mineralogie, Leiden; Mineralogical
and Geological Museum, University, Delft; Geological Institute,
University, Amsterdam; and the Royal Shell Exploration Produc
tion Laboratory in Rijsw ijk near Den Haag.
A CK N O W LED G M EN TS
For the loan of the collection and of several holotypes we
thank Miss G. E. de Groot and Mr. W. U. Boon van Strein of the
Rijksmuseum van Geologie en Mineralogie in Leiden. For their
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Text-fig. 2 . — Geotectonic map of the Kemaboe Valley area (after Visser and
Herbes, 1962). The limestones belong to the New Guinea Limestone; the sand
stones to sandy shales and slates and phyllites belong to the Kembelangan
Formation.

help during the visit of G. Westermann, we also thank Mr. Schuif
of the Museum van Mineralogie en Geologie in Delft, Professors
J . J . Hermes and H. J . MacGillavry of the Geologisch Instituut,
University of Amsterdam, and Dr. R. Lagaaij from the Bataafsche
Internationale Petroleum Mact/seappij N. V. in Rijsw ijk. Dr. M.
van den Boogaard of the Geological Institute Amsterdam fur
nished photographs of type specimens. Comparative fossil material
and plastotypes were made available by Dr. J . Sornay, Museum
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National d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris, Drs. D. McLaren and II. Frebolcl of tlie Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa, and Dr. R.
Jordan of the Niedersachsisches Landesamt fur Bodenforschung,
Hannover, Germany. Important discussions were contributed by
Dr. J . Callomon from the University of London and Drs. R. Enay
and C. A. Mangold from the University of Lyon. This project was
supported by a grant of the National Research Council of Canada.
S T R A T IG R A P H Y OF T H E KEM A BO E VA LLEY AREA
Although forming one of the major east-west valleys in cen
tral New Guinea, the Kemaboe Valley (Text-fig. 2) has remained
poorly known, largely because of the surrounding rugged terrain
and dense forests; it is not shown on the geological map of Indon
esia prepared by the Direktorat Geologi Indonesia and published
by the United States Geological Survey in 1965 but on the maps
published by the Netherland Nieuw Guinea Petroloeum Maatschappij (referred to hereafter as the N.N.G.P.M.) (Visser and
Hermes, 1962). T h e lower course of the Kemaboe is unknown, but
it is presumed to enter one of the tributaries of the Waipoga,
which empties into the eastern side of Geelvink Bay.
According to Visser and Hermes (1962), the thick, coarse and
fine elastics with minor carbonate are placed in the Kembelangan
Formation, comprising Jurassic and Cretaceous, which is most
fully developed in the Lenggeroe area southwest of Geelvink Bay
(Text-fig. 1). Here it comprises the ‘A ’, ‘B ’, ‘C’, and ‘D ’ members
with ‘B ’, ‘C’, and ‘D ’ forming a sequence in an upward succession
of which ‘A ’ is, at least partly, the lateral equivalent. T h e ‘A ’ and
‘C’ members are predominantly argillaceous, while the ‘B ’ and ‘D ’
members are predominantly arenaceous. T h e ‘B ’, ‘C’ and ‘D ’
members are restricted to the southwestern Lenggeroe area west of
the Jakarti Fault Zone, while the ‘A ’ member occurs only east of it.
T h e ‘A ’ member consists of about 1200 m shales and mud
stones, with intercalated limestone bands and massive limestones
at the base, but becomes progressively metamorphosed eastward
passing into schists and phyllites. Fossils are not common at the
type locality (Nanggoebi V alley), but along the strike, both to
the north and south, concretions derived from this member have
yielded numerous ammonites indicating Bajocian, Bathonian ?,
Callovian, and Tithonian (Boehm, 1913; Visser and Hermes,
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1962). North of the Lenggeroe area the ‘A ’ member is overlain with
apparent disconformity or, more probably, with fault contact, by the
pelagic limestones of the Upper Cretaceous Imskim Formation, ap
parently suppressing the upper part of the ‘A’ member. This was
supported by the discovery of Lower Cretaceous ammonites in the
‘A ’ member in the Central Ranges by Gerth (1965). T h e ‘B ’, ‘C’,
and ‘D ’ members were originally described from a well at Etna
Bay where ‘B ’ consists of approximately 600 m sandstone, becom
ing argillaceous above and overlying the nonmarine Tipoema For
mation. T h e lower part is of Upper Bajocian to Lower Oxfordian
age [based on G ram m atodon virgatus (J. de C. Sowerby) ] and has
been correlated with the ‘A ’ member while the upper argillaceous
sandstones, the ‘B ’ member proper, contains Lower Cretaceous
Foraminifera.
T h e superposed ‘C’ member consists of approximately 700 m
grey shales and silty shales, with thin sandstones. T h e foraminiferal fauna indicates Lower Cretaceous, below, and Upper Cre
taceous, above.
T h e overlying ‘D ’ member is another sandstone unit, about
150 m thick, also containing Upper Cretaceous Foraminifera, which
is overlain by Cenozoic limestones, but may locally reach upward
into the Cenozoic.
T h e ‘A ’ member is, therefore, the eastern equivalent of at least
most of the ‘B ’ member.
Outside the Lenggeroe area, the Kembelangan Formation has
only been divided into the argillaceous-arenaceous undifferentiated
‘BC D ’ members bearing Jurassic ammonites, and the argillaceous
‘A ’ member, also bearing Jurassic fossils. T h e consistently more
southward location of the arenaceous facies suggests a southern
source of the elastics.
Both facies of the Kembelangan Formation are developed in
the Kcmaboe Valley area. T h e ‘A ’ member consists of more than
1000 m intensely folded soft black slates and phyllitic slates, with
intercalations of black marly limestones, silty sandstones and ortho
quartzites; the base is unknown. T h e beds show a progressive in
crease in metamorphism to the north and northwest, while to the
south they are overlain, apparently partly with fault contact and
partly with disconformity, by the sandstones and sandy shales of
the undifferentiated ‘B C D ’ members. Southwest of the Kemaboe
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Valley (near Wissel Lakes) this arenaceous unit contains Upper
Cretaceous Foraminifera. As in the Lenggeroe area, incompetent
upper ‘A ’ beds appear to have been tectonically suppressed, both
facies are separated by a fault zone (here the North Paniai Fatdt
Z one), and the more argillaceous beds to the northeast are thicker
than the arenaceous beds to the southwest. There wotdd seem to
be a possibility that the depositional environment of the Kembelangan Formation was tectonically controlled during Jurassic and
Cretaceous times.
PA LE O N TO LO G Y
PREVIOUS LI TE RA TU RE ON BAJOCIAN-CALLOVIAN AMMONITES

Jurassic ammonites have been recorded and figured from a
number of localities in western and central New Guinea (Textfig. 1). T h e literature was reviewed particularly by Arkell (1956)
and Visser and Hermes (1962), and a revised account of most
specimens figured up to date from the Bajocian to Callovian is
given here in table form (Table 1). T h e important early descrip
tions by Etheridge (1890) and especially by Boehm (1913) were
taxonomically revised by Spath (1928) in the course of his work
on the ammonites of Kutch, India, and by Westermann (1956
a ,b ). T h e Bajocian to Callovian ammonites figured give good evi
dence for only the earlier Callovian and Middle Bajocian (s.s.),
because Boehm ’s figured fragment of a ‘S tephan oceras d a u ben y i”
(pi. 3, fig. 1) cannot be clearly identified with C adom ites sp. How
ever, the subgenus C hon droceras? ( P raetu lites) Westermann which
was based on “Sphaeroceras g o d oh en se Boehm ” Kruizinga, non
Boehm, from the Sula Islands and New Guinea, has recently been
described from the Upper Bajocian P. p arkin son i Zone of the
Venetian Alps (Sturani, 1964 a ,b ). T h e holotype of Stephan oceras
( Stem tnatoceras}) eth erid g ei Gerth (1927) is here refigured (Textfig. 8 ). T h e fragment figured under the same name (op. cit., fig. 2 ),
however, is a microconchiate S tephan oceras s.l., probably of the
subgenus Itinsaites. G erth’s (p. 226) “Sphaeroceras cf. bu llatu m
d’O rb.”, which is here figured (Text-fig. 10), is close to the Euro
pean B u lla tim o rp h ites (T rep to c era s) u hligi (Popovici-Hatzeg).
T h e small collection of ammonites recorded but not figured by
Martin (1911; see also Visser and Hermes, 1962, p. 54) was re
studied in the Rijksmuseum of Leiden. T h e “Q iien stedtoceras?”
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(p. 97) from the Digoel River (st. 12117) is probably a macrocephalitid and the “M acrocephalites?” from B-River (p. 9 5 ), a
B u llatim orp h itcs? macroconch. Schliiter’s (1929) collection from
the Sepik River (lot. 7) contained the early Callovian “M acro
cep h alites keem een sis y” Boehm besides the more abundant Upper
Jurassic ammonites. Arkell and Donovan, respectively identified
(in Visser and Hermes, 1962) a smaller collection from Roemberpon Island (Text-fig. 1, loc. 2) and a larger collection from claystone concretions in riverbeds between Geelvink and Etna Bays
in the southeastern Lenggeroe Area (loc. 1) ; added to the previous
ly described forms were the circumpacific genus P seu dotoites and
the poorly known ‘X on n an n ites’ m oerm an n i (Kruizinga) which
was originally placed in C oeloceras and is here redescribecl and
placed in the new genus Irianites. T h e figured specimens were re
studied at the Shell Company in R ijsvijk and partly given on
loan. T h e taxonomic revision concerns particularly the fragments
(Text-fig. 3) of supposed Upper Bajocian “B acu latoceras” sp.
[ = G arantian a] (Visser and Hermes, end. 17, figs. 23 a,b) which
is here identified with the Tithonian to Berriasian B lan jord iceras
novaguinen.se Gcrth (1965), a close ally (Psubsp.) of the Hima
layan B. xeallichi (Gray) ; and the merely recorded Bajocian
“'iLabyrinthoceras sp.” (op. cit., p. 55) which is a typical Callovian
Subkossm atia. T h e most recent description of ammonites from the
Central Ranges (loc. 6) by Gerth (1965) includes besides Upper
Jurassic to Berriasian forms only the record of “M acrocephalites
keein cen sis” Boehm.
SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS

Superfamily H IL D O C E R A T A C E A E Hyatt, 1867
Family (?)H IL D O C E R A T ID A E Hyatt, 1867
Subfamily (?)G R A M M O C E R A T IN A E Buckman, 1905
Genus F O N T A N N E SIA Buckman, 1902
Fontannesia aff. F. clarkei (Crick), 1894 [?F. clarkei ssp. kiliani
(Kruizinga), 1926]
Pis. 48,49, Text-figs. 4-5
?1926. Crammocrras Kiliatti n. sp., Kruizinga (Sula Is.), Jb. Mijnwezen, vol.
54, p. 33, pi. 1, fig. 2.

M aterial. — Four large and two small, almost complete speci
mens with body chambers; one good phragmocone; one large
phragmocone fragment, and one small body chamber with crushed
phragmocone from Kemaboe Valley.
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O ccurrence. — West Irian, Misol and (?) Sula Islands.
D escription. —'The. inner whorls are snbqnadrate to some
what subrectangular, with gently rounded flanks and a flattened
venter bearing a blunt keel. There are dense, often somewhat
fasciculate and prosoradiate ribs, sometimes irregular in strength
but without tubercles.
T h e intermediate whorls become compressed rounded subrectangular, usually developing a narrow, moderately steep um
bilical slope, poorly separated from the flattened flanks, and dis
tinct shoulders on which the strongly projected rib endings may
form ventro lateral ‘carinae’. T h e venter is more or less broadly
tabulate with strong blunt keel and, at least on the internal mold,
frequently bisulcate. T h e ribs remain usually dense, rarely fascicu
late, and straight to prosoradiate, with projection on the shoul
ders, leaving narrow smooth bands on umbilical slope and venter.
T h e outer one or two whorls are usually subrectangular with
rounded umbilical slope, flat flanks and tabulate-unicarinate venter
which at the end of the body chamber may become weakly bisulcate
or slightly fastigate. T h e keel is prominent but blunt and ‘solid’
(unfloored) throughout. T h e umbilicus is shallow and only mod
erately wide (U =z32-38% ). T h e costae may remain dense and
more or less straight (PI. 49, figs. 4 a ,b ), but usually become coarse
and widely spaced, often slightly falcoid fasciculate or more rarely
bifurcating and strongly projected on the outer flank and shoul
der; dying out on the lowermost flank, the ribs reach their greatest
strength on the uppermost flanks and on the shoulders where they
may form a discontinuous ‘carina.’ T h e aperture was probably
‘simple’ with strongly projected rostrum or ventral lappet as sug
gested by a medium-sized specimen (PI. 48. figs. 3 a ,b ).
As usual (Westermann, 1966), the more involute and com
pressed shells tend to be more densely and weakly costate than
the more evolute and less compressed ones.
T h e septal suture (Text-fig. 4 a-c) is simple with subequal
E/L and L/U bipartite saddles, moderately slender trifid L, much
smaller raised U 2 followed at maturity by two almost straight
much smaller umbilical elements (U 3, U 4 part.) along a slightly
sinking saddle line but ending at approximately the same radius.
T h e internal part consists of a prominent I/U saddle and a much
smaller saddle separated by a small oblique weakly bifid U x (?).
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Classification of Fontannesia.— It is evident from the discussion
above that the genus resembles the Grammoceratinae of the Hildoceratidae family more closely than the Sonniniidae in which
it has been placed invariably. T h e principal reason for this classi
fication of Fontannesia has undoubtedly been its stratigraphic oc
currence in the Sonninia
sozcerbyi Zone where it is acco
the first “true” sonniniids, and the almost entire absence of the
Hildoceratidae, except for the distinct Tmetoceras and the scarce
Asthenoceras in the Aalenian of Europe (cf. Treatise, p. L 254). It

Text-fig. 3. — Blanfordicrras wallic/ii novaguinensc Gerth (1917), newly de
veloped specimen from South Geelvink Bay (loc. 4), previously figured under
‘Baculatoccras sp.’ (Donovan, m Visser & Hermes, 1962, end. 17, fig. 23).
(Shell Research Lab., Utrecht, s.s. 215a) xl.

has been shown recently that the Grammoceratinae Pseudolioceras
and Asthenoceras range abundantly into the Bajocian (s.s.) in the
northeastern Pacific realm (Westermann, 1969b). It is probable
that Grammoccras and P leydellia continue well into the Aalenian
in the same area (Frcbold, 1960, pi. 12; Frebold, et al., 1969, p. 31,
pi. 1, figs. 16,17: above first Tm etoceras). T h e stratigraphic bias
against placing Fontannesia in the Grammoceratinae should be
eliminated. Certainly the affiliation through descent of Fontannesia
with Grammoccras s-l. can not seriously be doubted while the evo
lution of Sonninia s.l. from Hammatoceratidae is generally accept
ed. Thus, the Sonniniidae if retained as understood in the Treatise
would be polyphyletic at the family level.
Com parison. —T h e species shows a similar wide range of ap
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parently continuous variation as is apparent in the European type
species F. g ram m oceroides (Hang) and in the Australian F. clarkei
(C rick ). A large number of probable morphotypes of F. gram m o
ceroid es were described as several ‘species’ by Buckman (1892)
from the L. discites Subzone of the Inferior Oolite of Bradford
Abbas, Dorset. A similar series of forms of F. clarkei was figured by
Arkell (in Arkell and Playford, 1951), probably including the
morphotypes ‘F. eth erid g ei (W hitehouse)', ‘F. fa irb rid g ei Arkell’
and ‘F. xvhitehonsei Arkell’, which range from compressed weakly
ornate to more inflated strongly ornate forms. F. clarkei, from the
S. sow erbyi Zone of the Newmarracarra Limestone, is distinguished

Text-fig. 4. — Septal suture morphogeny of Fontannesia aff. F. clarkei (Crick)
[? ssp. kiliani (Kruizinga)] from Kemaboe Valley, at whorl heights of (a)
5mm, (b) 12mm, and (c) 20mm. (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 12685).

from F. gram m oceroid es s.l. by the more prominent keel, which is
set on a clearly tabulate or even slightly bisulcate venter and re
tained on the body chamber, by the more irregular often fasciculate
and sometimes bifurcating ribs, and by the somewhat wider um
bilicus with gentler slope; the relatively involute compressed vari
ants of F. clarkei [7\ w h iteh o u sei’] agree in coiling with the rela-
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Text-fig. 5. — Holotypes of (left) "
Gr ammo Kruizinga (xl
(right) “
G r a m m o c e r a s B a u m b c r g c r i ”Kruizinga (xl.25) ; both from
Islands. (Geol. Inst., Univ. Amsterdam, F. 9882 and F. 9883).

tively evolute variants of
F.
gram Significantly,
‘fa irb n d g e i’ and ‘w hitehousci’ morphotypes comprise only 4-5%
and 12-14%, respectively, of the Australian sample.
T h e New Guinea species closely resembles F. clarkei s.l., in
the ventral features and the irregular costae; however, it differs
somewhat in the slightly smaller umbilicus and the more strongly
projected costae which are more prominent on the shoulders and
approach the keel more closely.
As already pointed out by Arkell
Arkell and Playford,
1954, p. 567), the Sula Islands specimens described by Kruizinga
(1926, pi. 1) under the new names of ‘Grammoceras’ baumbergeri,
‘G .’ k ilia n i (here refigured Text-figs. 4,5) and ‘Harpoceras’
form e, resemble almost the Western Australia assemblage, except
that ‘G .’ k ilia n i is somewhat more involute than F. clarkei s.s. and
‘F I.’ arietitiform e is bisulcate. According to Kruizinga (1926, p. 39),
the septal suture of ‘G .’ k ilia n i differs strongly from that of G ram 
moceras in its higher complexity and the smaller external saddle;
the suture is as in Fontannesia. All three names were based on
single or a few incomplete specimens from ex situ concretions found
as stream pebbles and their alleged Toarcian age is, therefore,
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mere conjecture. T h e prominently tabulate-carinate to weakly bisulcate venter of these forms is also present in the fragmentary
holotype of
Fontann esia clarkci (refigured by Spath, 1939, pi. 2,
fig. 16) and in the inner whorls of a topotype
cit., fig. 2 ).
T h e holotypes of
‘G .’k ilian i and ‘G .’
investigated and are here refigured. T h e holotype of ‘H .’
fo rm e however, appears to be lost. T h e holotype of ‘G .’ banm bergeri is a fully grown specimen (55 mm diameter) with a threequarters whorl long probably complete body chamber and ap
proximated last few septa. T h e internal mold of the venter at 30
mm D is narrowly tabulate-carinate and was probably tricarinate
on the shell. T h e simple septal suture is poorly preserved. T h e weak
costation of the nucleus is fasciculate and somewhat irregularly
tuberculate; on the intermediate whorls, the costae withdraw from
the umbilical seam and become obsolescent on the relatively small
body chamber. T h e septal suture drawn by Kruizinga (p. 40) is
probably ‘simplified’ due to corrosion. T h e holotype of ‘G.’ kilian i,
also an internal mold, is still incomplete at a diameter of approxi-

Text-fig. 6. — “Harpoceras sp.” [ = ? Fontannesia aff. F. clarkci (Crick)],
from the “Dogger”, west coast of Jefbie, Misol Archipelago. (Single specimen;
Rijksmuseum Delft, 14903) xl.
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matelv 66 mm which includes part of the body chamber. T h e cos
tation is similar but much stronger than on ‘G .’ bau m bergeri,
somewhat fasciculate except for the ultimate halfwhorl where the
innermost flanks become smooth. Part of the Moluccas collection
of Brouwer (which includes the type specimen of Kruizinga)
which is in the Rijksmuseum van Mineralogie en Geologie in Delft,
contained eight body chamber fragments and one almost complete
specimen labeled ‘H arpoceras sp., Dogger,’ from west coast of
Jefbie, Misol Archipelago. T h e body chamber fragments, preserved
as internal molds of grey limestone and varying from 18 to 28 mm
in whorl height, resemble the holotype of ‘G .’ kilinni, although the
costae are generally more widely spaced. T h e single large speci
men, strongly pyritized, with rather well-preserved phragmocone
(70 mm D) and crushed one-half whorl incomplete body chamber,
resembles ‘G .’ bau m berg eri in the strong compression and early
loss of costation, which, in turn, is closely allied with F ontann esia
w hitchou sei Arkell (1954), probably a variety of F. clarkei (Crick,
1894). T h e septal suture is well preserved in this specimen and
closely agrees with those of the Australian form (Spath, 1939, Textfig. 1; Arkell, 1954, pi. 2 9 ), being markedly more complex than
shown in Kruizinga’s (1926, p. 40) figure of ‘G.’ bau m bergeri.
Affinity with early Bajocian Fontann esia is certainly closer than
to any other known genus, and the Sula Island forms, ‘G / k ilian i
and G. b a u m b erg eri, are tentatively placed in this genus.
Of interest is also the occurrence of Fontann esia cf. F. clarkei
in Turkey (Bremer, 1966, pi. 16, figs. 2 a ,b ), i-e. geographically
much closer to the European occurrences of Fontannesia.
Most of the New Guinea forms resemble most closely ‘Gramm oceras’ k ilian i, which is tentatively regarded as a subspecies of
F. clarkei. T h e close affinity is evident by the presence in the
Australian assemblage of relatively involute forms among the usu
ally evolute and costate morphotype ‘fa irb rid g ei’ (Arkell, 1954,
pi. 27, figs. 4,6).
Superfamily ST E P H A N O C E R A T A C E A E Neumayr, 1875
Family O T O IT ID A E Mascke, 1907
Genus D O C ID O C ERA S Buckman, 1919
Docidoceras (Docidoceras) longalvum (Vacek) 1886, cf. subsp.
limatum (Pompeckj) 1897
Pi. 50, figs. 1 a-d
1886.

Coctorcras longalvum Vacek (S. Alps), Abh. K.K. geol. Reichsanst., vol.
12, P. 99, pi. 17, figs. 1, 2.
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1897. Coeloccras limatum Pompeckj (Anatolia), Z. deutsche geol. Ges., vol.
49, p. 745, pi. 31, fig. 5.
1922. Doc'nioccras pcrfcdtim Buckman (England), ‘Type Ammonites,’ pi. 314.
1925. Coeloccras longalvum Vacek var. trapanicum Renz (Sicily), ‘Monte San
Giuliano (Monte Eriee)’, p. 30, pi. 1, fig. 6.

M aterial. —A single complete internal mold, with aperture
and some test remains; inner whorls crushed on one side, from
Kemaboe Valley.
D escription. — T h e outer phragmocone whorls are strongly
depressed sublenticular, with lateral edge at mid-flank, and loosely
coiled, almost serpenticone. T h e primaries are strong and rectiradiate, commencing directly at the umbilical seam and strength
ening to small tubercles or, finally, weak bullae on the lateral
edge. T h e secondaries, usually in threes with one or two attached
weakly to a primary, are dense, blunt and weakly prosoradiate
crossing somewhat convexly over the broad venter.
T h e body chamber, I 14 whorl in full length, ceases width
growth after about one-half whorl while height growth continues,
the cross section thus becoming less depressed; the umbilical seam
egresses gradually so that the aperture merely ‘rides’ on the pre
ceding venter. T h e primaries, at first still somewhat bullae-like,
weaken rapidly and retract from the umbilical seam. T h e second
aries become wider spaced and blunt, nearly dying out micl-ventrally at mid-length of the body chamber. Throughout the last
one and one-half whorls, a prominent umbolateral groove is de
veloped on the internal mold along the lower umbilical slope,
filled with a porous, probably secondary shell material, and covered
by the outer shell. This groove has recently been observed in a
number of south Alaskan D ocidoceras and P seu dotoites species
where the ‘porous m aterial’ was interpreted to serve the better at
tachment of the principle retractor muscle (Westermann, 1969b).
At the aperture is a simple oblique prominent flange or collar
of strongly thickened test (4 mm) preceded by a constriction of
the flanks on the internal mold only. T h e flange is partly visible
on one side but better preserved on the mold. T h e septum is
typically bullate with two complete (paired) saddle axes (E/LI/Un and L/U-Un/Uj closely resembling the topotype of Vacek (re
figured: Westermann, 1964, pi. 6, fig. 2 a ). T h e suture is poorly
preserved.
C om parison. — T h e specimen closely resembles ‘C oeloceras
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li mat inn’ Pompeckj (1897) from Anatolia (Turkey) which has
recently been redescribed from the L. disciles Subzone, S. soiuerbyi
Zone, of the same area (Bremer, 1966) in association with Eudm ctoceras ( E u aptctoccras) cf. E. am plecten s (Buckm an), E. cf.
dorsatum (Merla) (pi. 15, figs. 2 a ,b ), Sonninin ( E u h o p lo cera s)
‘crassispinata’ Buckman [ = S. (E .) ndicrn (Waagen) ], D ocidoccras (?) transient (B rem er), and significantly, E ontannesia cf.
F. clarkei (Crick) var. u'hitehousei Arkell. D ocidoceras longalvum
liniatnni is distinguished from D. longalvum s.s. only in the longer
primaries more or less reaching up to the subsequent umbilical
seam of the ‘serpenticone’ shell. T h e primaries of the New Guinea
specimen do not, however, reach the length of D. 1. lim atum on
the body chamber, while the secondaries are usually less convex on
the European forms.
D ocidoceras perjectu m Buckman from England and ‘Coelo<eras' trapanicum Renz from Sicily were included in D. longalvum ,
representing subspecies at the most, after restudy of the type ma
terial from San Vigilio (Westermann, 1961).
T h e other known species of D ocidoceras s.s. are much more in
flated and, usually, more involute. Of special interest is the re
semblance in the projected ribs and presence of an umbolateral
groove with the south Alaskan D ocidoceras spp. which are presently
being described under a new subgenus (Westermann, 1969b).
M easurem ents. —
end phragm.
body ch.
aperture

I) mm
53
65
93

H%
27
31
2+

(?)Docidoceras (Docidoceras) sp. indet.

w%

u%

p

47
46
34

49
50
54

17
19
c.22

S
—
55
+5

PI. 50, fig. 2
M aterial. — A single incomplete 1/2 whorl body chamber with
poorly preserved remains of phragmocone, internal mold.
Discussion. — On the last whorl of the phragmocone, strong
rectiradiale primaries bearing extended tubercles are visible. T h e
body chamber fragment is medium evolute, the section being de
pressed and markedly ovate with the rounded lateral edge at ap
proximately 2/5 whorl height. T h e primaries are prominent and
somewhat bullae-like, dividing somewhat irregularly into three and
sometimes four blunt moderately prosoradiate secondaries which
are markedly convex on the venter.
This specimen resembles the afore-described D ocidoceras long-
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alvw n (Vacek) from which it is distinguished only in the more
inflated, somewhat ovate and more involute whorls. However, with
out preserved septum or suture, the slight possibility exists that
this is a stephanoceratid.
M easurem ents. —
Dmm
55
70

H%
31
31

W%
51
45

P
(c.+O)
42

—

15

S
—

50

Family ST E P H A N O C E R A T ID A E Neumayr, 1875
Genus ST E P H A N O C E R A S Waagen, 1869
Stephanoceras (Stephanoceras) aff. S. humphriesianum
(J. de C. Sowerby) 1825 9
PI. 51, figs. 1 a-b; Text-fig. 7

M aterial. — One fragmentary internal mold with parts of the
three last whorls of phragmocone and the beginning of body
chamber, one side damaged.
D escription. — T h e ultimate and penultimate whorls of the
phragmocone are weakly depressed subelliptical, slightly ovate in
section with the maximal whorl width at about 2/5 whorl height,
with gently sloping inner flanks (umbilical slope) and somewhat
flattened venter. T h e ultimate whorl is evolute, overlapping only
about one-quarter of the preceding whorl while the penultimate
whorl almost reaches the nodes of the antepenultimate whorl; thus,
the inner whorls appear to have been less evolute. T h e egression of
the umbilical seam seems to have continued with the body cham
ber, giving the shell a ‘planulate’ appearance.
T h e ornament of the antepenultimate whorl consists of sharp,
rectiradiate primaries ending in tubercles. T h e primaries of the
last two whorls are also sharp but somewhat rursiradiate and curved
anteriorly. From the distinct round lateral tubercles arise more or
less rectiradiate dense and fine secondaries in groups of three or,
more rarely four, which cross straight over the venter. At the be
ginning of the body chamber, both primaries and secondaries be
come blunt.
T h e septal suture (Text-fig. 7) is complex; externally with
large E/L saddle, slender and deep L of the same length as E, broad
bifid L/Uo saddle and strongly oblique U 2; internally with large
I/U n saddle, deep oblique U n and much smaller oblique U n/U3
saddle.
Discussion. — T h e genus S tephan oceras s.l. is in a state of utter
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Text-fig. 7 . — Adult septal suture of Stephanoceras (Stephanoceras) aff. S.
humphriisianum (J. de C. Sowerby), at approximately 10 cm diameter, from
Kemaboe Valley (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126191).

confusion and grossly ‘split’ at the genus-group and species levels
(Westermann, 1961, p. 66 ff). Experience on several continents
suggests that a small fraction (10-20 per cent) of the taxa would
suffice. T h e ‘planulate’ S. hu m phricsiam im , type species, almost
certainly intergrades with the more inflated and involute and also
more common ‘plexus’ of S. um bilicu m and S. m u tabile, F.A. Quenstedt spp., [ = ? S. bro d iaci (J. Sowerby) ] all of which are usually
associated; this group is characterized by moderately fast increasing,
rounded subelliptical whorls with fine costae bearing tubercles. T o
this ‘plexus’ belongs also the northeastern Pacific S. caam an oi
(McLearn) from the .S'. h u m phricsiam im Zone of Queen Charlotte
Islands; it is generally restricted to the .S', hu m phricsiam im Zone
and derived from the ‘serpenticone’ but otherwise similar subgenus
.S'. (Skirroccras) of the O. sauzci Zone. Stcm m atoceras Mascke is
difficult to separate and distinguished only by the more strongly de
pressed sublenticular whorls with well-defined lateral edge and
more prominent primaries or bullae; however, there is intergrada
tion of probably interrelated features, intraspecifically as well
as morphogenetically, with S tephan oceras s.s. on the one hand and
T cloccras Mascke on the other, the latter becoming distinct usually
only if large and fully grown. Consequently, Stcm m atoceras and
T cloccras are best distinguished from S tephan oceras at the subgen
eric level only. In the northeastern Pacific area, the Stem m atocerasT cloccras complex of a single bed (Rock Creek Member) in the
.S'. hu m phricsiam im Zone of Alberta, for example, has been divid
ed into 12 (macroconchiate) ‘species’ comprising an apparently
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continuous sequence of shells with more or less depressed sublenticular whorls bearing coarse primaries of different prominence;
the first named form is S. (harlot'tensis (Whiteaves) which re
sembles S. triptolem u s (Morris and Lycett) with the inner whorls
of S. ( Stetnrnatoceras) and the outer whorls of S tephan oceras s.s.
Both S. (Ste?nm atoceras) and S. (T elo c c ra s) seem to occur in the
O. sauzei and S. hu m phriesian u m Zones, although the latter is
rare in the O. sauzei Zone (if not there m isidentified). In Europe
S. (T elo c er a s ) seems to range into the S. subfurcatiun Zone, as
does S. (S tem m atoceras) in the Western Interior of the United
States and southeastern Alaska (Imlay, 1962, 1967) ; however, some
of the Western Interior forms could be C adom ites. T h e microconchs of S tephan oceras s.l. which have usually been classified un
der N orm an n ites s.l., are still difficult to match on the specific and
even on the subgeneric levels and their discussion is not again at
tempted here (Westermann, 1964). However, there can be no
serious doubt about their ‘generic’ correspondence.
T h e New Guinea specimen resembles closely S. hum phriesianum (J. de C. Sowerby) and especially ‘S. caam an oi’ McLearn
which is here regarded as a ju nior synonym; the occurrence of
somewhat curved primaries as in our single specimen may be some
what more frequent in North American S tephan oceras than in the
European representatives, but this is a variable and therefore prob
ably not diagnostic feature. Our specimen differs from ‘typical’ S.
h u m phriesian u m in the broader and slightly less evolute whorls,
thus being intermediate to 5. rnutabile (F.A. Q uenstedt).
M easurem ents. —
end phragm.

Dmm
c.100

H%
c.34

W%
c.44

U%
c.35

P
c.24

S
c.60

? Subgenus S. (ST EM M A T O C ER A S) Mascke, 1907
(?) Stephanoceras (Stemmatoceras?) etheridgei (Gerth) 1927, 9
? ? 1890. Stephanoceras allied to S. Blagdcni J. Sowerby, Etheridge (New
Guinea), Rec. Geol. Survey New South Wales, vol. 1, p. 175, pi. 29,
fig. 2.
? 1927.Stemmatoceras etheridgei, Gerth (New Guinea), Leidsche Geol. Meded.,
vol. 2, p. 226, pi. 36, fig. 1 only [here refigured, Text-fig. 8].
? 1962. Stemmatoceras aff. irtdicum (Kruizinga), Donovan in Visser and Her
mes (W. New Guinea), Verh. Ned. Geol. Mijnbouw, genoot., geol.
Ser. XX , p. 55, end. 17, figs. 10 a-c.
? 1962. Stemmatoceras brodiaei (J. Sowerby), ibid. p. 55, end. 17, figs. 16 a,b.

M aterial. — One incomplete and partly damaged internal mold,
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inner whorls with shell remains crushed on one side, ultimate
whorl worn.
D escription. —'The inner whorls (< 2 3 mm D) are medium
evolute and almost planulate, with moderately depressed, some
what subelliptical section. T h e penultimate and ultimate whorls,
the latter probably belonging to the body chamber, become rapidly
more depressed and sublenticular in section with the lateral edge
at mid-Hank. T h e inner flanks slope gently to the umbilical seam
and the ventral area is evenly rounded.
T h e ornament is strong throughout consisting of prominent
straight and only slightly prosoradiate primaries which arise rapid
ly from the umbilical seam but withdraw from it on the ultimate
whorl; they bear round tubercles at least on the better preserved
inner whorls where they are partly overgrown by the ultimate
whorl. T h e secondaries of the inner whorls are concealed; on the
ultimate whorl, they arise in twos or, more rarely, threes from the
primaries, curving forward but bending backward before reaching
the venter which they cross straight at full strength, thus suggest
ing weak tabulation. Septum and suture are not preserved.
C o m p a riso n .— 'The specimen resembles the holotype of S.
cth crid g ei (Gerth) (9 ) from the Vogelkopf Peninsula (?) which is
here refigured (Text-figs. 8 a-c). T h e inner whorls of the holo
type, although poorly preserved, can be seen to bear similarly
prominent primaries with tubercles; they are also more planulate
than the end of the conch as is evident from the relatively narrow

Text-fig. 2 . — Holotype of Stcphanoccras (Strmmatorcras) cthcridgei (Gerth)
9 , from the Vogelkop Peninsula (loc. 1 ?). (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 1272) xl.
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beginning of the ultimate whorl. However, the holotype becomes
less inflated than our specimen; the secondaries become prosoradiate only on the ultimate one-half whorl and ventral straight
ening is only faintly suggested. However, this may be partly due
to the somewhat smaller size.
T h e ventral costal features of our specimen are unknown from
any other
Stephanoceras
s.l. and may be characteri
grown
S.etheridgei, together with the remarkable change of whorl
section. T h e secondaries are also stronger than in most species of
S. (Sternmatoceras) under which name it is kept with modest con
fidence. Nevertheless, there is some resemblance to the new genus
Iria n ites in the change of whorl section and the unusual secondaries,
so that this specimen was originally classified with the much more
abundant form.
T h e West Irian specimens identified by Donovan (in Visser
and Hermes, 1962) as Stephanoceras
aff. S. indicum
(Kruizinga) and 5. brodiaei (J. Sowerby), which were reinvesti
gated and partly further developed from the matrix, are probably
identical with this species. “ Coeloceras” indicum Kruizinga
[? nomen
]d
im (1926), the poorly preserved holotype of which
b
u

Text-fig. 9. — Holotype of “Coeloceras Indicum” Kruizinga [ = Stephanoceras
(Teloceras) indicum Kruizinga $ ] , from the Sula Islands. (Geol. Inst., Univ.
Amsterdam, F. 9884) x6.5.
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is here refigurecl (Text-fig. 9 ), belongs also to S tephan oceras s.l.
M easurem ents. —
Dmm
26
42
60
S. tthcridijc i, holotvpe
? body ch.
c.3 5
“
52
“
55
phragm.
? body ch.

H%
29
31
36
c.36
—

34

w %
40
50
59
c.50
55
54

u%
c.3 5
41
38
c.40
—

36.5

P( ^>\vh.) S
—
11
12
c.13
c.30
—

(c.10)
10.5
11

—

31
32

Stephanoceras (Stemmatoceras?) etheridgei (Gerth) ?, £ ?

PI. 51, figs. 2 a,b
M a t e r ia l— One almost complete internal mold with test re
mains, aperture missing.
Discussion. — T h e specimen measures only 39 mm diameter at
the end of the three-quarter whorls incomplete body chamber.
However, in the absence of preserved septal sutures and marked
modification of the body chamber, it is not possible to decide if
this is a fully grown microconch (or male) shell or an immature
macroconch (or fem ale).
T his small shell closely resembles the inner whorls, compar
able in size, of the macroconchiate S. ( S tem m atoceras) eth erid g ei,
described above (cf. Text-fig. 8 ). T h e almost planulate, not strong
ly depressed whorls become somewhat sublenticular and bear widely
spaced prominent primary and secondary costae with lateral tu
bercles.
T his example illustrates the need for a classification (and
name) which reflects the strongly apparent dimorphic relationship
of the macroconchs hitherto solely included in S tephan oceras s.l.
and the microconchs previously all included in N orm an n ites s.l.
Westermann (1961) suggested earlier placing these complemen
tary ‘monosexual parataxa’ as subgenera in the same genus; in
this instance, the subgenus would be S tephan oceras (Itin saites).
However, the same author now prefers to draw the dimorphic
complementary genera/subgenera into synonymy.
T his microconch is closely affiliated with ‘K an astephan u s’
eriekm ayi and ‘AV m ackenzii, McLearn spp., from the S. hum phriesianum Zone of Alberta which seem to correspond to the macrocoin hiate S tephan oceras skidcgalen se (Whiteaves) s.l.
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M easurem ents. —
Dmm
body ch.

39
c.28

H%
31
c.33

W%
51
51

U%
43
+1

P
9
c.9

S

25

(?) Family TULITIDAE Buckman, 1921

Approximately one-seventh of the Kemaboe Valley collection
(c.38 specimens) consists of previously unknown ‘sphaerocones’
with dense, mostly prosoradiate ribbing and ‘raised’ septal suture
with the ‘internal lateral lobe’ consisting of the primary lobe U j
(Text-fig. 12). Three size groups are present: five specimens are
large with modified outer whorl; approximately 23 specimens are
of medium-small size bearing a constricted but incompletely known
aperture; nine or 10 specimens are small with constricted and
lappet-bearing apertures. W hile the former are certainly macroconchs (females) and the latter microconchs (m ales), the large
intermediate size group cannot be assigned without doubt to either
climorph although the apertural constriction and unmodified body
chamber suggest that they were microconchs. Only a single species
is named, based on the best represented form. Since Jurassic
‘sphaerocones’ with U x as ‘internal lateral lobe,’ i.e. the eubullate
septum, are known only in the Tulitidae (Westermann, 1956a;
Schindewolf, 1965), these forms are somewhat tentatively placed in
this family. All available septal sutures differ in the more or less
slender U 2 (“second lateral lobe”) which is broad and bifid or
multifid in apparently all known Tulitidae; most specimens differ
also in the denser and more inclined costae as well as in the less
strongly ellipticone and contracted body chamber. Other Mesozoic
sphaerocones with a modified eubullate septum are the basal Cre
taceous Olcostephanidae (Schindewolf, 1966, p. 387) ; these are,
however, distinguished in whorl section, ornament, the broad U 2
lobe and perhaps, the different shape of UJ.
On the other hand, there is resemblance particularly in costa
tion and septal suture to the Eucycloceratinae Spath which are
also of uncertain taxonomic position but appear to be affiliated
more closely with the sphaerocones described here than with
Macrocephaliticlae proper.
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Text-figs. 10-11. — Comparison (above)
cf. bullatum d’Orb.”
(Gerth, 1927, p. 226) [ =
Bullatimorphitesaff. B.
( Popovici-Hatzeg) from supposed Callovian of the Wairori River (loc. 1),
with (below) a topotvpe of B. ( T .) “survicum
Roemer)” [ = B. uh/igi]
from the ().
aspiJoides Zone, Upper Bathonian, of Hildesheim, Germany (Niedersiichs. Landsamt Bcdenforschung). xl. Original Coll. B.F. B./N.L. f B hannover 6537.

?Genus B U L L A T IM O R P H IT E S Buckman, 1921
Bullatimorphites ?, n. sp. $

PI. 52, figs. 1-3

M a ter ia l.—Two phragmocones with incomplete body cham
bers; one phragmocone; two fragments of large body chambers of
which one has part of the penultimate whorl; all rather well-pre
served internal molds with minor test remains.
D escription. — T h e inner whorls (< 30-35 mm D) are mod
erately involute with slightly depressed rounded whorls; the inter
mediate whorls are involute with compressed cadicone section in
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T h e costation consists of curved, dense, and sharp primaries which
divide just below mid-flank into two, more rarely three very
dense, prosoradiate and continuous secondaries. T h e outer whorls
(>45-60 mm D) become gradually much more evolute, depressed
and typically cadicone with vertical umbilical wall bounded by a
weakly rounded margin marking the broadest whorl width. T h e
primaries retract from the umbilical wall and become rapidly more
widely spaced swelling into lower-lateral bullae while the sec
ondaries remain dense, being about five times as abundant as the
primaries. T h e full diameter is estimated at 100-120 mm. It ap
pears probable that the large body chamber fragments belonged to
the same species as the smaller incomplete specimens.
T h e juvenile septal suture at a few millimeters diameter
(R.G.M . Leiden, st. 126194) has an oblique ‘internal lateral lobe’
separating the two saddles and a shallow (U ;i) lobe at the umbilical
seam, in all closely resembling the early suture of B.? (T rep to ceras ?), n. sp. A (Text-fig. 12). T h e ‘internal lateral lobe’ is,
therefore, probably homologous with the primary 1st umbilical lobe,
U j. T h e mature external part of the suture (st. 126195) is mod
erately complex, consisting of subequal E/L and L/U saddles divid
ed by a narrow trificl L which is approximately as deep as E; IT
resembles L except for the somewhat smaller size; the other um
bilical elements are small and straight, the saddle line rising some
what toward the umbilical seam.
Discussion. — T h e inner phragmocone whorls resemble certain
B u llatim orp h ites Buckman, especially B. (?) sofan u m (Boehm,
1912, pi. 35, figs. 2a-b) from the Bathonian-Callovian of the Sula
Islands1) which also has dense, long, and curved primaries on the

Text-fig. 12.— Juvenile incomplete (internal) septal suture of B u l l a t i m o r phites ? (Treptoceras) n.sp. A $ , at 2.5 mm diameter, from Kemaboe Valley
(R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126204).
1 This species is probably also present in the M. macrocephalus Zone of
Chos-Malal in the Argentina Andes (Westermann, 1967, fig. 2).
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phragmocone but is distinguished by coarser secondaries, more
evolute and depressed whorls, and the multifid U 2 lobe. T h e inter
mediate whorls, at least of two specimens, are more compressed
than in any known (macroconchiate) tulitid. T h e body whorl with
its gradual uncoiling, with steep umbilical slope and with bullaelike primaries is, however, more like that of T u lites (R ugifcritcs) Buckman, slightly resembling T. (R .) (?) godohen sis
(Boehm, 1912, pi. 35, figs. la ,b ) , also from the Sula Islands as
semblages; T. (?) godohen sis differs in the more evolute and much
more coarsely ornate phragmocone and the broad bifid U 2 lobe.
T h e late Middle Bajocian C hondroccras (D efon ticeras) McLearn also shows some superficial resemblance but is distinguished
by more involute inner whorls, rounded outer whorls, smaller size,
and particularly by the abullate septum with U n. C. (?) (P raetnlites) Westermann (1956) which is probably of late Bajocian (-}-?
Bathonian) age (Sturani, 196-la), has a prominent lateral edge
and short primaries.
T h e compressed inner whorls, the variocostate (strengthen
ing) primaries, and the somewhat rising umbilical lobes with
slender U L> are all reminiscent of the Eucycloceratinae; however
the umbilical elements of the suture are by far not so strongly
raised as in that group (at least not in the mature shell) and the
outer whorls differ in section.
? Subgenus TREPTO CERA S Enay, 1959

T rep toccras was proposed by Enay (1959) for small Tulititidae
combining the features of the inner whorls of B u llatim orp h ites
with those of the aperture of Sclnean dorfia but bearing a more
oblicjue apertural constriction.
Such a combination was first shown in the figure of A. m icro
stom a d’Orbigny (1846, pi. 143, figs. 3,4) which Arkell (1954, p.
110) considered a synthetogram since none of the material in
D ’Orbigny’s collection possessed lappets. Lappets do occur, how
ever, in ‘A. m icrostom a’ Quenstedt (1886, pi. 78, fig. 4) which
Arkell (loc. cit.), therefore, considered to be, probably, a new
genus. New material from northwestern Germany (Westermann,
1958, p. 66) and eastern France (Enay, 1959) confirmed the pres
ence of lappets.
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Because of the probable dimorphic relationship with the
much larger B uU atim orphites, but in the absence of known specific
correspondences, T rep toceras is preliminarily classified as a sub
genus of that genus in accordance with the convention regarding
probable sexual dimorphs (Callomon, 1963; Westermann, 1961).
More than one-half of the sphaerocones from the Kembelangan For
mation cannot be definitely identified as to sex, i.e. macroconch
or microconch but can be classified as B uU atim orphites if this in
cludes the microconchiate B. ( T rep to cera s).
Most specimens here described from West Irian differ from
known species of B. ( T rep to cera s) in the more regularly coiled
and not markedly ‘contracted’ body chamber, in the denser, more
strongly prosoradiate ribs, and probably, in the slender U L> (“sec
ond lateral”) lobe.
B. (T rep to c era s) is known from the Middle Bathonian to the
Lower Callovian. Important occurrences are in the Middle Bath
onian of Crussol (Enay, 1959) ; the Upper Bathonian of the Paris
Basin (de Grossouvre, 1888) and of the Weser Mountains near
Hildesheim in Lower Saxony (J. Roemer, 1911; Westermann,
1956b) ; the lower Callovian of the Paris Basin (Corroy, 1932), of
Kutch in India (Spath, 1931), and, probably, of the southern
Andes (unpublished).
W hile this paper was in press, the senior author was informed
about new and unpublished findings of later occurrences of micro
conchiate B uU atim orphites. Dr. A. Zeiss of the University of Erlangen-Niirnberg and Dr. W. Hahn of the Geological Survey BadenWurttemberg recovered single specimens from the Middle Callovian
and Upper Callovian P. ath leta Zone of the Swabian Jura. Unfor
tunately, the specimens or photographs were not available.
BuUatimorphites (?) (Treptoceras ?) sp. aff. B. microstoma
(d’Orbigny) 1846 <5
PI. 53, figs. 2 a-c

M aterial. — One complete internal mold with partly preserved
aperture and exposed penultimate whorl.
D escription. — T h e small shell (48 mm D) is relatively evolute (U of phragmocone
23% of D) and weakly inflated for the
genus; the body chamber is only weakly elliptically coiled and not
markedly ‘contracted.’ T h e last phragmocone whorl is moderately
depressed ovate, the vertical umbilical slope gently rounding into
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the flanks with the maximal whorl width at about one-third whorl
height, and with evenly rounded ventral area. T h e dense strongly
prosoradiatc primaries divide just below mid-flank into two or
three dense, sharp, somewhat back-curved secondaries which cross
almost straight over the venter.
T h e body chamber, just over three-quarters of a whorl in
length, unwinds somewhat more strongly at the beginning and
curves at the end, resulting in weakly ‘elliptical’ coiling. Whorl
height ceases to grow and whorl width growth decreases so that
the whorl section becomes more depressed (H/W 0.71 > 0 .6 2 > 0 .5 9 ).
T h e primaries remain dense and become prosoradiate, high and
sharp on the last one-half of the body chamber, now reaching well
beyond mid-flank and bifurcating regularly into the almost
straight secondaries. Immediately before the aperture, the whorl
contracts slightly and a terminal constriction truncates the ribs
obliquely. From the expanding flange extend ventro lateral lappets
(one preserved). Although incompletely preserved, the lappet
was probably small and simple.
T h e mature external septal suture has subequal E/L and L/U
(“ 1st and 2nd lateral’’) saddles divided by a narrow L lobe, and
a slender and trifid U L>. T h e smaller umbilical elements are not
markedly suspensive and are straight to slightly oblique.
C om parison. — T h e specimen differs from all previously de
scribed species of B. (T r e p lo c e r a s ) in the body chamber which
is more regularly coiled, not ‘contracted’ (except for the aperture),
and becomes more depressed rather than rounded, as well as in
tiie slender IT lobe. It is closest to the middle to late Bathonian
B. ( T .) m icrostom a (d’Orbigny) (Enay, private comm .), a species
exhibiting appreciable variability (De Grossouvre, 1888). B. (T .)
lau ren li Enay and B. ( T .) crim a( iensis Enay are more compressed
with prominent ventral flares at the aperture. T h e other known
species of the subgenus are more involute. B. ( B .l) sofan um
(Boehm, 1912, p. 150, pi. 35, figs. 2 a,l>) from the Sula Islands
appears to have similar inner whorls but is much larger and
variocostate, the body chamber bearing widely spaced ribs.
M easurem ents. —
end body ch.
body ch.
end phrag.

Dmm
4+
38
26.5

H%
33
39.5
51

W%

u%

56
63
72

30
28
23
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Bullatimorphites (Treptoceras) sp. aff. B. uhligi
(Popovici-Hatzeg) 1905 £
PI. 53, figs. 1 a,b, 3 a,b

M aterial. — One damaged internal mold with incomplete aper
ture; one incomplete specimen with end of phragmocone, one-half
whorl of body chamber and mold of penultimate whorl; both from
the Kemaboe Valley. One damaged but otherwise complete in
ternal mold from the ‘Callovian’ of the W airori River (original
of Gerth, 1927, p. 226: “S phacroceras cf. bu llatu m d’O rb.”; R.G.M .
Leiden, st. 12118).
D escription. — T h e phragmocone is globular with strongly de
pressed ovate and involute whorls (U
16% of D ) , and dense
prosoradiate sharp primaries which bifurcate or trifurcate at
about mid-flank into dense straight secondaries. T h e complete body
chamber, a full whorl in length, has typically ‘elliptical’ coiling
with marked geniculation at the beginning and at half-length, and
is laterally contracted resulting in a much less depressed whorl sec
tion. T h e umbilical slope becomes shallow and the ventral area
weakly convex. Primaries and secondaries, now in pairs, become
somewhat more widely spaced but blunter. T h e aberrant ventral
costae feature on the body chamber of the smaller specimen is
obviously pathological, probably a result of pallial injury. T h e
aperture is marked by an oblique constriction followed by a lat
eral flange very probably bearing the base of ventro-lateral lappets.
T h e complex last septal suture has broad subequal E/L and L/U
(“ 1st and 2nd lateral”) saddles and slender L and U 2 lobes; the
following smaller umbilical elements are straight and somewhat
raised. T h e specimen from the Callovian of W airori River (Textfig. 1, loc. 1) described by Gerth (loc. cit.) is now illustrated (Textfig. 10) ; it closely resembles the two Kemaboe Valley specimens
described above.
C om parison. — T h e specimen closely resembles the Upper
Bathonian and (?) lower Callovian B. (T .) u hligi (PopoviciHatzeg) ; the holotype from Romania was refigured by Arkell
(1954, text-fig. 36, rig h t). This species includes ‘S phaeroceras
Suevicum ’ J . Roemer (1911) (text-fig. 12), which is common in
the O. aspicloides Zone (? and Lower Callovian) of the Hildesheim
area in northwestern Germany (Westermann, 1958, pp. 66,67;
probably also ‘B. m icrostom a m icrostom a’ with lappet) and is
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closely allied to Lower Callovian forms described from Franconia
(Kuhn, 1939, pi. 3, fig. 31; pi. 7, figs. 2,9). B. uhligi is distinguished
from our specimen by the smaller size and the blunter more widely
spaced ribs at least on the body chamber. B. ( B .?) sofan um
(Boehm) is larger, more evolute, and more coarsely ribbed, es
pecially on the venter. According to Enay (priv. com m .), B.
m icrostom a (d'Orbigny) is distinguished from B. uhligi mainly in
the somewhat wider umbilicus; however, according to YVestermann’s own brief study of D ’Orbigny's original specimen in the
Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris, this supposed dif
ferential feature needs closer study.
Bullatimorphites (?) (Treptoceras (?) costidensus
Westermann and Getty, n. sp. ($ ?)

PI. 54, figs. 1-4

H oloty p e. — PI. 51, fig. 3 a-e (R.G.M . Leiden, st. 126203); al
most complete body c hamber (5/4 whorls ) and part of phragmocone. From pebbles of the Kemaboe Valley, Kembelangan Forma
tion, West Irian.
Diagnosis. — Almost medium-sized (? microconchiate) B ullatim orp h ites, involute, body chamber without strong elliptical coil
ing or contraction; costation extremely dense, sharp and prosoradiate throughout, with long primaries.
M aterial. — Fifteen body chambers, more or less complete but
usually somewhat distorted, with some remnants or molds of
phragmocones, several apertural constrictions, but no complete
aperture; also several smaller fragments. All from pebbles of the
Kemaboe Valley.
D esc rip tio n .— At least the intermediate and outer phragmocone whorls are tightly coiled (U = 18% of D) and depressed
ovate in section, with the vertical umbilical wall rounding into
the flanks. T h e phragmocone is, therefore, typically sphaerocone
with a ‘thickness’ (W/D) of 65 to 85% . T h e body chamber, about
a full whorl in length, unwinds gradually, the coiling becoming
only weakly ‘elliptical,’ and becomes more compressed by cessa
tion of width growth; but there is only weak or no ‘contraction.’
T h e umbilical wall becomes more shallow as the seam egresses. T h e
final diameter is between 50 mm and 60 mm, except for a single
specimen which shows markings of segmental growth and is 70
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mm large. T h e outer whorls, including the body chamber, are
densely ribbed. T h e thin sharp primaries arise more or less rcctiradiate on the umbilical wall but soon swing strongly forward.
They divide at about mid-flank into two or three dense secondaries
which on the flanks are also strongly adoraly inclined. T h e sec
ondaries tend to bend backward besides the venter which they
cross more or less weakly convex. However, the connection between
primaries and secondaries is weak and the secondaries are occa
sionally intercalated.
T h e aperture is marked by a strongly oblique constriction of
the internal mold truncating the costae. A ventral flare is missing
or weak. Although no peristome is complete, small remnants seem
to indicate that ventro lateral lappets were present.
T h e septal suture (R.G.M . Leiden, st. 126232) is complex,
with subequal E/L and L/U (“ 1st and 2d lateral”) saddles and
slender, deep-rooted trifid to multifid L and U L. lobes. T h e exposed
last septal surface of the holotype shows also the raised smaller
umbilical elements near the seam, the subequal two “internal
saddles” and the bullate (eubullate?) septal structure.
Although it is not certain that the aperture had lappets, this
form is probably a large microconch (or m a le ).
C om parison. — T h e phragmocone resembles the Upper Bathonian and (?) Lower Callovian B. ( T .) ithligi (Popovici-Hatzeg)
discussed above, except for the denser more strongly inclined ribs
and the more slender U 2. B. (?) sofan um (Boehm) differs in being
more loosely coiled, in the stronger secondaries and the larger,
modified body chamber; but it has a similar U 2 lobe. T h e body
chamber of this New Guinea species is more regularly coiled with
out marked contraction, and more densely ribbed with strongly in
clined primaries and secondaries than in any described Bullatim orphites. T h e mutual resemblance of the different New Guinea
forms here described and their similarity to the Eucycloceratinae
probably reflect some phylogenetic relationship.
It is possible that this form is the microconch (male) comple
ment to the clearly macroconchiate (female) B u lla tim o rp h ites? sp.
n. 9 described above although the inner whorls of the latter are
usually more compressed (cf. Pis. 52,54).
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M easurem ents. —

Holotype: body ch.

“
“

R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126202
body ch.

u

Dmrn

H%

W%

u%

54
39
31

44.5
47
48

52
72
71

24
18

—

60
46
35

40
44
46.5

52
63
65

25
20.5
—

Bullatimorphites ? (Treptoceras ?), n. sp. A <5
PI. 55, figs. 1-5; Text-fig. 12

M aterial. —Three almost complete specimens with partly pre
served inner whorls, one of them with lappets; four larger frag
ments, one of them associated in same concretion with external
mold of Irian ites cf. I. m oerm an n i (Kruizinga) ; one incomplete
body chamber with aperture. All internal molds with minor test
remains.
D escription. —'The. small shell is of medium thickness and
coiling, almost planulate if complete. T h e phragmocone whorls
are loosely coiled for the genus, with open stepped umbilicus
(U
25% of D ) . T h e whorl section is only slightly depressed,
ovate almost subcircular, the flanks rounding gently into the steep
umbilical slope and into the strongly arched venter. T h e ‘thick
ness’ (W/D) at the end of the small phragmocone (25-32 mm D)
is only about 55-60%. T h e body chamber, 3/4 to 4/5 whorls in
length, unwinds gradually to become moderately evolute (U ^
30% of D) and more compressed; the width growth rate is reduced
while height growth rate remains approximately constant except
for the reduction at the peristome. T h e body chamber shows nei
ther marked “elliptical’’ coiling nor contraction. T h e adult dia
meter is approximately 45-55 mm.
T h e costation is dense throughout. At least the last two
whorls, including the body chamber, bear 25-30 long and sharp
primaries per hallwhorl, which arise almost perpendicularly near
the umbilical seam and bend strongly forward on the flanks, be
coming markedly prosoradiate. On the phragmocone, the primaries
divide about mid-flank into two, more rarely three extremely dense
secondaries tending to bend back toward the radius beside the
venter which they cross more or less straight. On the body cham
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ber, the primaries extend beyond mid-flank to about 3/5 - 2/3
whorl height and the furcation may become somewhat irregular,
with some intercalatories. One specimen (PI. 55, fig. 3) differs
somewhat in the larger numbers of secondaries which vary in
length on the body chamber.
T h e aperture is marked by an oblique constriction truncating
the costae; but there is no conspicuous ventral flare. This is fol
lowed adorally by a narrow collar and broad, probably simple ventro-lateral lappets. T h eir shape is, however, unknown due to in
complete preservation.
T h e septum is eubullate with two complete (paired) saddle
axes, and shallow smaller umbilical elements around the seam.
T h e mature septal suture has accordingly, subequal external and
internal “ 1st” and “2nd lateral saddles,” and straight (noil-sus
pensive) sutural elements. LL is slender. T h e early juvenile suture
(Text-fig. 12; 2.5 mm D) as developed from the most complete
specimen, has a shallow U ;{ lobe which is only one-third as deep
as I and a somewhat oblique, asymmetrically bifid (modified tri
fid) ‘internal lateral lobe.’ This is significantly like early sutures
figured from B iillatim orp h ites (Westermann, 1956a, text-figs. 4,5;
Schindewolf, 1965, text-fig. 263) and good evidence for the normal
(“orthochronic”) development of the umbilical lobes; the morpho
logical internal lateral lobe is, therefore, U 1 (not U n as in otoitids,
sphaeroceratids, macrocephalitids, kosmoceratids, and cardioceratid s).
C om parison. — This new unnamed species resembles most
closely B .? (T.?) costidensus, n. sp. from which it is distinguished
by the smaller size and the thinner, more evolute whorls. Of pre
viously described B. ( T rep to cera s) species, this New Guinea form
is best compared with the Swabian B. m icrostom a (d’Orbigny) of
Quenstedt (1886, pi. 78, figs. 3,4) (Enay, private comm.) which
is, however, distinguished by the more involute phragmocone, the
rectiradiate costae, the presence of a ventral flare, and the ellipti
cal coiling of the body chamber. Specimens similar to those of
Quenstedt were figured from the Lower Callovian of Franconia
(Kuhn, 1939, pi. 6, fig. 3 ), and the Upper Bathonian of eastern
France (Enay, 1959, pi. 7b, fig. 7 ).
As in at least most of the other questionable Tulitidae here
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described, there is also an affinity to the inner whorls of Eucycloceratinae: Su bkossm atia, Eucycloccras and ? Idiocycloceras [? also
the Oxfordian or Tithonian G rayiceras Spath], which they also re
semble in the slender IT ; however, the umbilical elements of the
suture are not raised but follow a radial saddle line. In contrast,
resemblances to the Middle Bajocian L aby rin th oceras or C hondrocerus or even C adom itcs (P olyplectites) (Callomon, private comm.)
are considered as mere homeomorphs, particularly because of the
significant differences in the septum and its suture.
Of the previously published Indonesian material there is some
resemblance to the widely umbilicate and densely ribbed ‘M acroceplialites kecuwensis -/ Boehm (1913, p. 14, pi. 4, figs. 2a, b only)
from West Irian, which could be an Idiocycloceras.
Age. — T h e stratigraphic position of this species is at least in
part the same as that of Irian ites cf. I. m oerm an n i (Kruizinga)
with which it was found associated (PI. 55, fig. 4 ). Because of the
assoc iation of I. m oerm an n i with B osilra bu chi (Roemer) (PI. 58,
fig. 1c) the age of both forms is post-Pliensbachian and pre-Kimmeridgian.
M easurem ents. —
Dmm
R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126204
aperture
body ch.
u
st. 126205
aperture
body ch.

47
37
31
47.5
38
c.27

H%

W%

36
+5
47

48
53
56.5

36
42
c.44

48.5
50
(c.56)

u%

31
26
24
29.5
24
c.24

? Family MACROCEPHALITIDAE Buckman, 1912
[or ? TULITIDAE Buckman, 1921, or ? MAYAITIDAE, Spath, 1928]
Subfamily EUCYCLOCERATINAE Spath, 1928

T h e genera E ucycloccras Spath, 1928, Subkossm atia Spath,
1924, Id iocycloceras Spath, 1928, and ? N o th o cep h alites Spath,
1928, are retained separately from the macrocephalilids (proper)
at the subfamily level [originally as family Eucycloceratidae]; this
is based on their clear distinction in costation, coiling, and septal
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suture. They were all included in the Macrocephalitidae in the
‘Treatise’ (Arkell, et al., 1957, p. L 291). At least in the studied
(?) Eucycloceras, the early juvenile septal suture has strongly raised
umbilical elements, indicating that the septum is eubullate, i .<?,
the “internal lateral lobe” is U, as in the Tulitidae and not U n
as in all other Middle Jurassic sphaerocones including the macrocephalitids (Westermann, 1956a, p. 258; Schindewolf, 1965, Abb.
248, 262, p. 179). T h e suture differs from Tulitidae (and Bajocian
sphaerocones) in the slender U 2 but resembles the B u llatim orp h ites
? n. spp. here described from the Kemaboe Valley ‘pebble assem
blage.’ A similar sutural pattern may possibly also be present in the
Upper Jurassic mayaitids although their juvenile stages are still
unknown and there is exceptionally strong variation in the adults
according to the figures of Spath (1928). It is tentatively suggested
elsewhere (Westermann, 1970) to classify both the mayaitids and
the eucycloceratids either as subfamilies of the Macrocephalitidae
or, alternatively, to place them in a single separate family.
Genus E U C Y C L O C E R A S Spath, 1924
(?) Eucycloceras intermedium Spath, 1928 (<5 ?)

PI. 56, figs. 2 a,b

1912. Macrocephalites keeuvocnsis, sp. nov. /3, Boehm (Sula Is.), Palaeontographica, Suppl. 4, pi. 38, fig. 3 a,b only.
1928. Eucycloceras intermedium, nom. nov., Spath (Culch), Paleont. Indica,
N. S., vol. 9, mem. 2, p. 210, [for preceding].

M aterial. — Single fragment of one-half whorl of incomplete
body chamber and remnant of penultimate whorl, internal mold.
D escription. — T h e body chamber fragment (50 mm D) is
moderately involute and strongly compressed with flat sides, ver
tical umbilical wall and narrow, slightly tabulate venter. T h e ribs
are sharp, moderately dense and slightly falcoid. T h e curved prosoradiate primaries bifurcate or trifurcate at or just below mid
flank; the secondaries are rectiradiate but on the shoulder mark
edly projected and prominently arched over the venter. T h e septal
suture is moderately complex with raised umbilical elements on
ultimate and penultimate whorls (suggesting that the septum is
eu bu llate).
Discussion. —This specimen closely resembles the holotype
from the Sula Islands, but the specimens figured from northwestern
New Guinea by Boehm (1913, pi. 3, fig. 3, ? 4; pi. 4, fig. 4, ? 5) under
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the same original name of “M acrocephalites keeuw ensis ft” are
probably more involute and more densely ribbed; these forms seem
to be intermediate to Subkossm atia which they resemble in the
coiling and ribbing, while they appear to have the venter of
Eucycloceras.
? Eucycloceras sp. indet., $ ?

PI. 56, figs. 1 a,b

M aterial. — A single small, almost complete specimen, with
approximately one-half whorl of body chamber.
D escription. — T h e specimen, which may be either a juvenile
stage or a microconch, resembles closely the apparently complete
microconch figured by Boehm (1913, pi. 4, figs. 3 a,b) from north
western New Guinea under “M acrocephalites keeuw ensis y var.
bifu rcata.” T h e nucleus (5-10 mm D) has medium evolute whorls
with depressed oval section and ventrally arched secondaries. T h e
body chamber (20-33 mm D) becomes less depressed, only slightly
broader than high; somewhat prosoradiate primaries of medium
strength and spacing bifurcate at almost mid-flank into rectiradiate secondaries which cross over the venter with hardly per
ceptible arch. T h e septal suture has strongly raised umbilical ele
ments as early as at 5 mm diameter, strongly indicating that the
septum is eubullate.
Genus SU B K O SS M A T IA Spath, 1924

T h e distinction of Subkossm atia from E ucycloceras appears to
be poorly defined, due to the presence of intermediate forms so
that separation at the subgeneric level is suggested here, although
separation at the generic level was retained in the ‘Treatise.’
Subkossmatia obscura Spath, 1928, boehmi
Westermann and Getty, n. subsp.

PI. 56, figs. 3,4

H oloty p c. — M acrocep h alites keem vensis ft - y Boehm, 1913, p.
16, text-lig. 9 and pi. 5, fig. 2 [non Boehm, 1912], from Mamapiri,
N.W. New Guinea.
T h e use of the suffices a f t y 8 and their combinations by
Boehm (1912, 1913) to distinguish varieties of his comprehensive
species M acrocephalites keeu w ensis does not constitute the estab
lishment of a new name, because they directly contravene Article
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11 g of the International Gode of Zoological Nomenclature (1961).
They are, therefore, without nomenclatural status and are not
available. When Spath (1928, p. 212) emended Boehm’s name to
‘M acrocephalites keeuw ensis beta-gam m a,’ it is clear that he did
not intend to propose a new name, because he still attributed its
authorship to Boehm. This action of Spath’s could be regarded as
an unjustified emendation. It certainly cannot be regarded as the
establishment of the new name ‘Subkossm atia beta-g am m a/ as
Arkell (1956, p. 448) erroneously stated.
Because the species figured by Boehm (1913, pi. 5, fig. 2) is
different from the true M acrocephalites (‘D olik ep h a lites’) k eeu 
wensis (B oehm ), it is renamed here Subkossm atia obscara Spath
b o eh m i, n. subsp.
Diagnosis. — A subspecies of S. obscura with broad almost quad
rate whorls, body chamber with short primaries and dense sec
ondaries.
M aterial. — One body chamber complete except for ventral
part of aperture, with incomplete penultimate whorl; one incom
plete body chamber with fragment of penultimate whorl; both in
ternal molds with test remains, from the Kemaboe Valley.
D escription. — Both specimens resemble closely the holotype
from Mamapiri. T h e moderately involute last phragmocone whorl
has extremely dense, sharp, strongly prosoradiate primaries which
become much more coarse, widely spaced, and shorter on the body
chamber. T h e whorl section of the body chamber and penulti
mate whorl is rounded trapezoidal, almost subquadrate, with
vertical umbilical slope and flat slightly converging flanks which
round into the broad only moderately convex and very slightly
tabulate venter. On the body chamber, the primaries divide un
evenly, sometimes dichotomously between 2/5 and 1/2 whorl
height into mostly three weakly prosoradiate secondaries which
cross prominently over the venter. T h e last suture of the more
complete specimen shows a slender U 2 and highly raised umbilical
elements; the septum is typically bullate with two subequal ex
ternal and internal ‘lateral’ saddles. Similarly raised umbilical ele
ments with narrow U 2 are preserved on the penultimate whorl of
the other specimen.
T h e aperture is marked on the internal mold by a strongly
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oblique curved constriction at least on the flanks; shell and ven
tral part of the aperture are not preserved.
C om parison. — This new subspecies is distinguished from Subkossm atia obscura Spath [for “S tephan oceras O pis” Waagen, 1875,
p. HO, pi. 36, figs. 1 a,b; non “A m m on ites O pis” J . de C. Sowerby]
by the somewhat broader whorls (end phragmocone: H/W
1.07
vs. — 1.27) and the shorter primaries and denser secondaries at
least on the body chamber. Contrary to Spath’s opinion (1928, p.
212), both have the same coiling. T h e similar S. opis (J. deC. Sow
erby) [holotype refigured by Spath, 1928, pi. 38, figs. 2 a,b] ap
pears to be distinguished from S. obscura mainly in the more com
pressed whorls with arched venter and ribs, although no view of
the phragmocone venter of S. opis was given and its body cham
ber, where Spath’s (p. 211) reported measurements were taken,
seems to be slightly crushed; even to Spath (loc. cit.) the specific
distinction appeared doubtful. T h e primaries of the outer whorls
are more strongly prosocline on the holotype of S. opis than on
the holotype of S. obscura, although the inner whorls appear to be
similarly ribbed. These differences may be less significant than
the broader whorl section, shorter primaries and denser secondaries
of the New Guinea form; however, the authors hesitate to dis
tinguish this form more than at the subspecific level from the ob
viously very similar Indian forms which cannot here be revised.
A closely affiliated if not identical form from New Guinea
was figured by Boehm (1913) under “M acrocephalites keeuw ensis /?”. T h e larger specimen (op. cit., pi. 4, fig. 4) still has most^of
the oblique aperture with strong constriction and peristomal collar.
T h e fragmentary smaller and more evolute specimen figured under
the same name (op. cit., pi. 3, fig. 4) may also belong to this sub
species. T h e supposed “? L aby rin th occras sp.” of Donovan (in
Visser and Hermes, 1962, j). 55) which was restudied in the Shell
collection, Rijsw ijk, has also the typical costation and septal su
ture of Subkossm atia and a similar whorl section to the new sub
species.
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M easurem ents. —
l)mm1

w%

H%

R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126210
37.5
36.5
88
aperture
49
46
end phrag.
60
st. 126211
45
43
body ch.
8+
Holotype (from figs, of Boehm; text-fig. 9 enl arged ?)
c.110
c.36
c.43
aperture
49
c.60
47.5
phrag.

u%
29.5
19.5
c.19
c.26
17

Superfamily P E R IS P H IN C T A C E A E Steinmann, 1890
Family P E R IS P H IN C T ID A E Steinmann, 1890
(?) Subfamily 'P S E U D O P E R IS P H IN C T IN A E ' Schindewolf, 1925
[ = Siemiradzkiinae Westermann, 1958; ? = Grossouvriinae Spath, 1930]
Genus C O B B A N IT E S Imlay, 1962

T h e genus C obban ites, based on the type species C. talkeelnanus Imlay (1962) was compared by its author with the C hoffatiaSiem iradzkia [including P seiidoperisphin ctes] assemblages of Po
land (see Neumayr, 1871) and northwestern Germany (see West
ermann, 1958), respectively of Upper Bathonian-Lower Callovian
and of Upper Bathonian age. C obban ites was said to be distin
guished by the weaker and denser primaries on the body chamber,
the more strongly projected secondaries, and to be generally
characterized by the strong, projected constrictions which also dis
tinguish it from the otherwise similar P rocerites. C obban ites is
actually a close homeomorph of the Upper Bajocian Leptosphinctinae. Because of the absence of a ‘coronate’ stage, C obban ites is
probably best placed in the ‘Pseudoperisphinctinae’ for which was
substituted the name Siemiradzkiinae since the nominate genus
P seu d op erisphin ctes is at best a subgenus of S iem iradzkia (West
ermann, 1958, p. 83) ; however, the name Grossouvriina Spath,
1930, would have priority if Siem iradzkia and Grossouvria are re
tained in the same subfamily.
All hitherto described species are from the Upper Bathonian
to Lower Callovian of western North America.
Cobbanites (?) sp. aff. C. engleri (Frebold) 1957

PI. 51, figs. 3 a,b

M aterial. — One well-preserved internal mold with incomplete
7/8 whorl body chamber, one side slightly crushed.
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D escription. — T h e whorls are evolute and rounded subquad
rate becoming slightly compressed on the body chamber. T h e pri
maries appear at 2 mm diameter. They soon become strong, al
most bladelike and prosoradiate, arising rapidly on the umbilical
margin and reaching maximal height at or slightly above mid
flank; here they bear small tubercles and divide into strongly pro
jected secondaries which at least on the ultimate whorl, are medially
more or less completely interrupted by a smooth band. On the
long body chamber, the primaries weaken and lengthen gradually
while tubercles are missing. There are three strong oblique con
strictions on the ultimate whorl and possibly also on the inner
whorls.
T h e internal septal suture is preserved at the end of the
phragmocone where the sutures are probably somewhat approxi
mated. T h e complexity is only moderate but this may be due to
‘senility.’ T h e E/L saddle is large and bipartite, L somewhat asym
metrically trifid, L/Lh. bifid and much smaller than E/L, while
the umbilical elements are small and moderately suspensive.
C om parison. — There is close resemblance to C. en gleri (Freb o ld ), especially to the para type from the basal Callovian G ryphaea
bed of Alberta (Erebold, 1957, pi. 10, fig. 1) of which a plaster
cast was kindly supplied by Dr. Erebold. However, C. en gleri is
more compressed and has a more complex septal suture. C. talkeetnanus Imlay, from the Upper Bathonian and Lower Callovian of
southern Alaska and Montana, differs also by more compressed
whorls, larger size and less inclined ribs.
There is also close resemblance to L ep tosp h in ctes, especially
the subgenus V erm isphinctes Buckman which locally abounds in
the Upper Bajocian of Europe. W hile L . (V crm isphinctes) agrees
in the moderately complex septal suture, its innermost whorls are
usually distinguished by being ‘coronate’ and the ribs less strongly
prosoclinc. Nevertheless, the Leptosphinctinae include a large var
iety of forms, still difficult to classify and largely homeomorphic
with the ‘Pseudoperisphinctinae’ being separated partly on their
age difference.
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M easurem ents. —

near aperture
end phrag.

Dmm

W%

H%

U%

77
50

26.5
27.5

27.5
26

49
49

(?) Superfamily P E R IS P H IN C T A C E A E
Family indet., nov. ?
Genus IR IA N IT E S Westermann and Getty, n. gen.

T y p e species. — C oeloceras m oerm an n i Kruizinga, 1926.
Genus diagnosis. —Probably dimorphic; inner whorls planulate,
evolute, tabulate, primaries with umbo-lateral bullae and mid
lateral tubercles, secondaries subcontinuous; microconch (male)
small and not modified, with lappets; macroconch (female) me
dium-large, becoming strongly inflated and coronate; septal suture
simple with reduced U 2 and suspensive sutural elements.
O ccurrence. — Indonesia (Sula Is., West Irian, (?) Babar Is .),
probably upper Middle Jurassic (M. Bathovian-M. C allovian).
D erivatio nom inis. — Pertaining to the abundant occurrence
in West Irian.
R em arks. — Although the important stratigraphic evidence
regarding the association of the microconchiate I. m oerm an n i
(Kruizinga) and the macroconchiate dimorphic complement is
missing, the resemblance of the inner whorls bearing unusual
bituberculate primaries is so striking (Text-fig. 20) that their
dimorphic correspondence is strongly indicated. Rather than plac
ing the two forms in different subgenera (and erecting a new
‘macroconchiate’ subgenus) as has usually been the custom, they
are tentatively referred to the same species.
T h e only known but significant evidence for faunal associa
tion is a small fragment of a concretion (PI. 55, fig. 4) which con
tains the incomplete lateral impression of a probably macrocon
chiate Irian ites together with the partial fragment and impression
of a B u lla tim o rp h ites? (T rep to cera s? ), n. sp. A.; the probable age
limit is therefore Middle Bathonian to Callovian.
T h e microconch of I. ?noermanni has been variously placed
in Toarcian ‘C oeloceras’ [ C atacoeloceras] (Kruizinga, 1926; Jaworski, 1933), Lower Pliensbachian C oelod eroceras (Arkell, 1956),

Text.fig. 13. — Septal suture morphogeny of Iriatiitcs mocrmanm (Kruizinga)
‘ .compiled from four specimens from Kemaboe Valley; at whorl height of (a)
0.9 mm. (R.Ci.M. Leiden, st. 126230), (b) 1.0 mm, (c) 2.0 mm, (d) 2.5 mm.
1st. 12621 3 ), (e) 3.5 mm (st. 126231 ), (f) 5.5 mm, and (g) 12 mm (st.
126220) .

and Middle Bajocian X on m n m ilcs (Donovan in Visser and Her
mes, 1902) and probable Stefihanocevns (Boehm, 1908); the macrotouch ol /. cl. niocrnunnii has either not been found previously
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or, more probably, has usually not been separated from Stephanoceras s-l. Previous age estimates for Irian ites have thus ranged from
the early Lower Jurassic to the middle Middle Jurassic, while late
Middle Jurassic (inch Callovian) is now indicated by faunal asso
ciation.
T h e taxonomic position of ‘C oeloceras’ indicum Kruizinga in
S tephan oceras s.l. (Jaworski, 1933; Arkell, 195G; Donovan, op. cit.)
is now confirmed; before examining the holotype, the senior author
considered it to be the macroconch of I. m oerm an n i.
C oelod eroceras Spath is distinguished by ventro-lateral instead
of mid-lateral tubercles, the loss of umbo-lateral tubercles or bullae,
the somewhat arched venter, and probably the simple aperture.
T h e Dactylioceratidae are similarly distinguished besides having
denser ribs, and the umbo-lateral tubercles or bullae are much less
prominent if occurring it all.
T h e stephanoceratid microconch N orm an n itcs Munier-Chalmas
is not tabulate and never bears umbo-lateral bullae or tubercles.
T h e complete septal suture (Text-fig. 13) with its reduction of
Uo and the adjacent saddles, the deep probable U„, and its overall
simplicity, resembles certain Parkinsoniidae (Upper Bajocian to
Lower B ath on ian ). T h e U„ modus (originally as “heterochronic
U j”) of P arkinson ia Bayle was observed by Westermann (1956a
Abb. 10) and by Schindewolf (1965, pp. 206-212) who, therefore,
placed the Parkinsoniidae in the superfamily Stephanocerataceae.
However, the fact that in the apparently closely related G arantiana
Mascke, U n is usually absent (but present in a few : Schindewolf,
1965, p. 213-218), suggested the restricted taxonomic usefulness of
this character, at least regarding higher taxonomic levels. Never
theless, there is resemblance to the Parkinsoniidae also in the tabu
lation of the venter, in the tendency to evolute coiling, and finally,
in the ribbing with the exception of the umbo-lateral bullae and
the ventral continuity. A somewhat similar suture development is
also present in the Morphoceratidae which probably include
A sphinctites Buckman (Schindewolf, 1965, pp. 228-231) ; however,
the umbilical elements of morphoceratids are straight and other
features such as constrictions are absent in Irianites. There is also
superficial resemblance to certain Callovian Kosmoceratidae, in
particular to the microconchiate T orricellites Buckman and G nlielm iceras Buckman which also bear bituberculate primaries; however,
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the whole family without known exception has the abullidisculate
fluting type of the septum, with two subequal ‘internal lateral
saddles’, and externally, the large L/U2 saddle and U 2 (Westermann, 1956, pp. 242,265; Schindewolf, 1965, pp. 187-191). In con
trast, the septum of Irian ites is of the modified planulate type such
as in the stephanoceratids and in most perisphinctids. There is also
some resemblance to certain Reineckeiidae (C allovian).
However, as indicated above, identification of U n in Irian ites is
somewhat tentative. T h e deep indentation of the primary ‘internal
lateral saddle’ might have originated at its base, which is the flank
of (?) U j, and could then be considered a part of a bifid U g this
modus is said to be common among the Lower and early Middle
Jurassic ammonites as well as among the late Middle and Upper
Jurassic Perisphintaceae (Schindewolf, 1962-66). However, this
splitting of Uj is usually more or less symmetrical and the early
sutural elements are much higher in early Jurassic forms; further
more, Kruizinga’s interpretation of the Irian ites suture bearing a
single indented broad ‘second lateral saddle’ is false; this structure
is actually composed of two small saddles enclosing a small U 2.
There is stronger resemblance in the suture to the Perisphinctidae,
particularly to their Middle Jurassic representatives which have an
inclined inner branch of U : according to Schindewolf (1966, p.
532, ff.) (in the ‘Pseudoperisphinctinae’ originally interpreted as
‘heterochronous U / ).
T h e possibility that Irian ites is a Tithonian or Neocomian
berriasellid is excluded through the pre-Kimmeridgian age lim ita
tion set by Bositra bu chi (Roemer) (PI. 58, fig. l c ) .
Irianites moermanni (Kruizinga, 1926) $
Pis. 57,58; Text-figs. 13-16, 20-24
? 1908. Strphanoccras aff. Braikenridgii J. Sowerby sp., Boehm (Barbar Is.),
Neues Jb. Min. Geol. Pal., B.B. 25, p. 330, text-fig. 4, pi. 12, fig. 3
[same specimen as Javvorski, 1933, pi. 11, fig. 8]
1926. Coeloeeras moermanni n. sp., Kruizinga (Sula I si.), Jb. Mijnwezen, vol.
54, p. 44, pi. 13, fig. 2, text-fig. on p. 44.
1933. Coeloeeras moermanni Kruizinga 1926, Javvorski (Niederl. Indies), Neues
Jb. Min. Geol. Pal., B.B. 70, B, p. 321, text-fig. 6, pi. 11, fig. 1 [holotype
refigured].
? 1933. Coetoeeras aff. moermanni Kruizinga, Javvorski, id., p. 323, pi. 11, fig.
8, text-fig. 7 [same specimen as Boehm, 1908, pi. 12, fig. 3].
1956. Coeloderoeeras ?moermanni (Kruizinga), Arkell (World), p. 441.
1962. Xormanniles cf. moermanni (Kruizinga), Donovan in Visser and Hermes
( West New Guinea), Verh. Kon. Ned. Geol. Mijnbouwk, Genoot, Vol.
20, p. 55, end. 17, figs. 24 a-c.
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M aterial. — Fifteen more or less complete specimens, several
incomplete or juvenile specimens and several fragments (approxi
mately 50 more specimens were retained and only briefly inspected
in the Rijksmuseum, L eid en ), from the Kemaboe Valley, West
Irian. Also two largely crushed specimens from Taliabu, Sula
Islands.
D escription. — T h e data for the principal morphological fea
tures were plotted in bivariate scatter diagrams (Text-figs. 21-24),
together with the corresponding data of the macroconchiate I. cf.
I. m oerm an n i 2 (see below ).
T h e small microconchiate shell, mostly between 50 and 65 mm
(range 45-80 mm) in maximum diameter, is ‘serpenticone’ through
out with evolute, slowly expanding whorls. T h e whorl section of
the nucleus is depressed oval becoming subcircular at about 8 mm
diameter; the intermediate whorls are more or less markedly tabu
late; and the outer whorls are subquadrate with narrow steep
umbilical wall, flattened sides and venter (Text-fig. 2 0 ). T h e body
chamber is 5/8 to 7/8 whorls in length, becomes slightly more
evolute and terminates in a lappet-bearing aperture. T h e exact
shape of the lappets is unknown but simple spatulate form is sug
gested. Besides this more common form of about 50-65 mm diameter,
there are a few specimens which are distinguished by somewhat larg
er size of up to 80 mm and slightly more inflated whorls (PI. 58, figs.
3,4). T h e largest lappet-bearing specimens (retained in Leiden)
measured 80 mm. T h is less common form is probably a variety
rather than a separate taxon (subspecies?), a question that cannot
be solved with the available specimens without stratigraphic in
formation. However, this question is of importance since the holotype (see below) appears to belong to this form.
T h e costation consists of characteristic bulli-tuberculate pri
maries with peri-umbilical bullae and mid-lateral tubercles, and
high sharp secondaries in groups of twros and threes with bullaelike swellings on the shoulders and some weakening over the
venter. T h e described mode of costation is more or less strongly
developed at least on the intermediate and outer whorls while the
nucleus up to 8-12 mm diameter may be densely and simply costate
with bladelike strongly prosoradiate primaries (20-27/whorl) and
similar sharp secondaries. Towards the end of the body chamber,
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the primaries usually lose bullae and tubercles, again becoming
bladelike. Finally, simple bladelike ribs may exceptionally be
present, at least on the internal mold, throughout most of the shell
(PI. 57. fig. 4 ). Some reduction of bullae and tubercles is also
present in the larger slightly more inflated specimens.
The mature septal suture (Text-fig. 13 g) is weakly incised
with less than average complexity. T h e morphogeny has been ob
served commencing at about 3 mm diameter; however, the series of
observations is composed from several specimens. At 0.9 mm whorl
height (H) , the internal suture appears to have a broad single
saddle which is weakly indented by a lobe on the outer part of its
nest. Slightly later, this lobe is in almost straight to somewhat
oblique position dividing a larger inner from a slightly to markedly
smaller outer saddle; this element is almost certainly U„ (earlier
(ailed “heterochronic U ,”) , lather than a branch of a bifid U j. E
is broad and deep; the adjacent external saddle is large and broad;
L is broad and short-stemmed; the adjacent L /IT saddle and U 2 are
small, more or less straight, and the following U L./U3 saddle is of
similar size, the three elements almost appearing as a single broad
bipartite saddle. T h e suture then drops sharply beside the seam to
the moderately low, simple (?) U ;l. T h e small element dorsally
adjacent to the seam is probably the reduced U! (alternately, no
IJ;{ and U 4 would be developed and all sutural elements would
belong to U , ) .
H oloty p e an d ‘(juasi-to poly pcs'. — T h e holotype, found ex situ
in the Stda Islands, was newly described and figured by Jaworski
(1933) ; Jaworski’s photograph, his drawing of the body chamber
whorl section and measurements, as well as Kruizinga’s (1926)
original drawing of the septal suture which was verified by Jawor
ski, are here reproduced (Text-fig. 14). However, the search for
the type specimens in the Mineralogical and Geological Museum
in Delft where the collection was originally deposited, as well as in
the Geological institute in Amsterdam, where the other type speci
mens described by Kruizinga are now deposited, was unsuccessful.
T h e holotype was apparently somewhat developed from the matrix
by Jaworski enabling him to make more accurate measurements
of the last whorl; the body chamber (at about 1/3 whorl length)
is somewhat compressed and not depressed as originally described.
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Text-fig. 14.— H olotype of Irianitcs mocrmanni (Kruizinga)
$ . Lateral
view and whorl section reproduced from Jaworski ( 1933, pi. 7, fig. 7, and textfig 6 ) ; septal suture reproduced from Kruizinga (1926, Text-fig. on p. 44).
Approximately xl.

T h e end of the phragmocone is marked by several approximated
septal sutures (see Kruizinga’s original figure) at c. 50 mm D;
only 1/3 whorl of the body chamber is well preserved while about
an additional 1/4 whorl is damaged so that the original maximum
diameter was close to 70 mm, approaching the largest specimen
described herein. However, none of the body chambers of the New
Guinea specimens is as strongly compressed as the holotype
(W/H = 0.8; Jaworski’s m easurem ent). Fortunately, two partly
crushed specimens from Tangi, Wai Miha, Taliabu, in the Sula
Islands, were found in Brouwer’s collection (Geological Inst.,
Amsterdam, catalogue No. Z 8639) from which the missing holotype
was taken. These specimens bear the original labels “C oeloceras
m oerm an n i” and probably are the ones mentioned in the text by
Kruizinga (1926, p. 45, 3 rd. lin e). T h e larger one of the ‘quasitopotypes’ is here figured (Text-fig. 15). There can be little doubt
that these specimens are conspecific with the holotype and with the
microconchs described herein from West Irian. Significantly,
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Text-figs.15-16. — Irianitrs
mocrmanni (Kruizinga)
from Tangi, Wai Miha, Taliabu in the Sula Islands. (Geol. Inst., Univ.
Amsterdam, Z 8639) xl. 16, specimen from South Geelvink Bay, West Irian
(also figured in Visser and Hermes, 1962, end. 17, figs. 2+ a-c) (Shell Res.
Lab., Utrecht, s. s. 190 d) xl.

$.

15,

‘qu

Brouwer’s collection from Wai Miha, also includes a single large
macroconch (Text-fig. 18) which closely resembles the macroconchiate
Irian ites cf.
I. m ocrm an n i here described from
Because the search for the holotype is not yet concluded and since
the ‘quasi-topotypes’ are poorly preserved, no lectotype or neotype
is now designated.
C om parison an d d im o rp h ic
co— T h e singl
mentary specimen consisting of incomplete body chamber and part
of the phragmocone, which was described by Boehm (1908, p. 330,
pi. 12, fig. 3, text-fig. 3) from Babar Island, approximately 600 km
southwest of New Guinea, was also studied by Jaworski (1933,
p. 323, pi. 11, fig. 8, text-figs. 7a,b) and probably correctly placed
in close affinity to I. m ocrm anni. T h e photographic reproductions
and drawings of this important specimen are here reproduced
(Text-fig. 17). According to Jaworski who had the specimens at
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Text-fig. 17. —
Irianites(?) aff. /.
island of Babar, N.E. of Timor. Side view from Boehm (1908, pi. 12, fig. 3 ) ;
ventral view and section of ultimate and penultimate whorls from Jaworski
(1933, pi. 11, fig. 8 and text-fig. 7a-b). Approximately xl.

hand, the Babar specimen is distinguished from I. m oerm anni
merely by the “absence of the peri-umbilical tubercle-line” (trans
lated from G erm an). However, Jaw orski’s drawings of the whorlsection indicate that the Babar specimen has bladelike primaries
and more depressed, nontabulate whorls. Generic identity is highly
probable, although the Babar specimen appears to belong to a new
species.
T h e striking similarity of the phragmocone with the inner and
intermediate whorls of the macroconchiate Iria n ites cf. I. moer
m anni (Text-figs. 20-24) is discussed under the description of the
latter form. One cannot help but draw the tentative conclusion
that their relationship is that of complementary sexual dimorphs.
Age.— Two incomplete valves and one almost complete valve
of Bositra buchi (F. A. Rocmer) (1936, pi. 4, fig. 8; original spell
ing as “ B u c h ii” ) [ = Posidonia alpina and P. ornati auct.] were
embedded in the matrix at the aperture of a complete although
damaged specimen of Iria n ites m oerm anni $ (R. G. M. Leiden, st.
126217) from Kemaboe Valley. T h e side view of the ammonite
(PI. 58, fig. 1 a) shows one of the incomplete pyritized valves (the
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rest is inside the peristome and could therefore not be prepared) ;
the almost complete valve is shown enlarged (PI. 58, fig. 1 c) and
closely resembles the Bathonian-Callovian specimens recently
figured by Jefferies and Minton (1965, pi. 19. figs. 4, 7 ). According
to these authors, who have reviewed much of the previous literature
(op. cit., p. 156-157), B. buclii ranges from the Toarcian to the
Oxfordian and its upper limit coincides with that of the genus and
of the entire posidoniid family. This most unambiguous bivalve
occurrence therefore significantly restricts the age of lrian ites — and
indirectly that of the B u llatim orpliites-lika forms which were
associated with it in a single block — to pre-Kimmeridgian and,
probably, post-Pliensbachian.
M easurem ents. —
Dmm
R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126212
aperture
55
bodv ch.
41.2
phragm.
30.5
15
u
8.2
st. 126200
body ch.
68.8
“
60
52
phragm.
45.2
24.5
“
13.5
“
5
st. 126213
body ch.
58.0
phragm.
36.2
“
19.0
9.6
4.3
st. 126215
aperture
54.5
“
41
phragm.
32.5
“
19.5
St. 126216
body ch.
51.5
“
+0
phragm.
30.5
15.3
7.3
st. 126217
aperture
65
body ch.
41
“

“

u

(i

ii

ii

H%

W%

u%

P

30
30
34.5
37
29

31.5
31
34.5
40
43

49
45
44.5
46

15
12
11.5

—

—
—

29
26
28
29
33
33
40

c.32
32
33
32.5
38
45
56

47
49
49
50
46
39
50

18
15
14
13
11
c.ll
c.12

28.5
26
36
34.5
42

31
31.5
c.37
42
58

47
43
38
40
40

14
11
10
11

30.5
28
29
31

30.5
27.5
26.5
33.5

49.5
c.48.5
49
38.5

16.5
c.13
12
12

28.5
27.5
30
33
29

29.5
27
26.5
33
46.5

50
47.5
43
42.5
41

12.5
12
11.5
12.5

26
29.5

28
32

47
44

—

—

14
—
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Text-figs. 18a-b. — Irianitcs
cf.I. mocrmanni (Kruizinga) $ , from
section of Wai Miha, Taliabu, Sula Islands. (Rijksmuseum Delft, 14885) xl.
(18b: apertural view, see p. 282.)

Irianites cf. I. moermanni (Kruizinga) 9

Pis. 59-62; Text-figs. 19-24

D iagnosis. — Shell large; inner whorls planulate, tabulate, with
bituberculate primaries; outer whorl inflated, coronate, Ste?nmatoceras-to T
leras-ocike.
A faterial. — One well-preserved specimen and at least 20 moder
ately to poorly preserved partly fragmented specimens; several im
mature specimens probably identical with this macroconchiate form.
All are internal molds with minor test remains without apertures,
from the Kemaboe Valley.
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Text-fig. 18b (see Text-fig. 18a, p. 281)

D escription. — T h e inner whorls ( < 40-55 mm diameter) are
evolute with slightly depressed to subcircular section, soon becoming
tabulate and somewhat subquadrate. T h e primaries are bullate at
the umbilical edge and tuberculate at mid-flank where they divide
into two secondaries with occasional intercalatories. T h e secondaries
are raised on the shoulder and somewhat weakened over the venter
which they go straight across.
T h e outer whorls (> 40-55 mm diameter) become rapidly
much more inflated, through positive allometric width growth, and
depressed subelliptical in section (Text-figs. 20,21,23); the ventral
tabulation weakens or becomes obsolete, finally being lost in the
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Text-fig. 19. — Adult septal suture of Irianites cf. I. mocrmanni (Kruizinga)
9 , at approximately 25 mm whorl height. (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126222).

largest whorls. T h e umbo-lateral bullae persist for some time mov
ing somewhat higher on the inner flank, and finally fuse with the
lateral tubercles, situated high on the lateral edge, to form short
bladelike ribs. T h e strong secondaries, in twos with frequent single
intercalaries, cross more or less straight and undiminished over
the broad venter. T h e outer 11,4-2 whorls are therefore typically
‘coronate’. T h e body chamber occupies nearly one whorl in the
largest more or less complete specimens measuring 80-90 mm
diameter, but the aperture is not preserved in any. Taking into
consideration several large fragments, the terminal diameter was
approximately 90-120 mm.
T h e adult septal suture (Text-fig. 19) is weakly incised only.
L is broad and short-rooted; the adjacent simple (‘second’) lateral
saddle L/U2 is about as high as the external saddle E/L and only
slightly higher but much broader than the oblique ‘third lateral’
saddle U 2/U3, which is separated by the small simple lobe U 2; the
suture drops sharply adjacent to the umbilical seam with one or
two small oblique elements probably belonging to U 3; the internal
suture consists of a dissimilar saddle pair, the inner one being
about twice as large as the outer one, separated by a large almost
straight ‘internal lateral’ lobe (U„?) ; the lobe adjacent to the
seam (? U j) is approximately as deep as the ‘internal lateral’ lobe.
C om parison an d d im o rp h ic c o rres p o n d en ce .—Although super
ficially resembling Stem m atoceras or, if fully grown, T eloceras
(both probably best classified as subgenera of S tephan oceras) , this
form is clearly distinguished by the planulate and tabulate inner
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whorls, the presence of umbo-lateral bullae, and by the simpler
septal suture. On the other hand, the inner whorls up to about
50 mm diameter match perfectly the microconchiate Irian itcs
m ocnn an tii (Kruizinga), described above, in all studied features,
i.c. whorl section, coiling, costation and septal suture. Although the
aperture is not preserved, the modified large outer whorls are
certain indicators of macrochonchiate, i.c. female, shells. T h e
scatter diagrams (Text-ligs. 21-21) for whorl section (W :H ),
relative width (\V:D), relative umbilical width (U :D ), and density
ol primaries (P) of all specimens at hand from Kemaboe Valley,
including several immature specimens of intermediate size which
could not be assigned to either micro- or macroconch, illustrate this
resemblance. Whorl width is negatively allometric for the innermost
whorls, becoming approximately isometric for microconchs (<$) and
macroconchs ( 9 ) at 20-25 mm D (W ~30-40% of D) .Thereafter
[ > (35) 40-55 mm D ], however, the macroconchs here described
differ strongly from the microchonchiate I. rnoerrnnnni shells: whorl
width is now strongly positive allometric up to the end of the conch,
while isometry is approximately retained in the microconchs (ex
cept for insignificant negative allometry at the end of the body
cham ber). Since whorl height grows more or less isometric and is
similar in both forms (not show n), the plot for whorl section re
sembles that for whorl width; i.e. there is strong positive allometry
in the mature macroconchs only, W/H changing from 1.0-1.3 to
to 1.1-1.8. Growth of umbilical width is isometric and equal in both
forms from the innermost whorls to about 45 mm diameter
(38-40% of D ) , but thereafter becomes slightly positive for the
body chamber of the microconchs and possibly very weakly nega
tive for the mature macroconchs. T h e density of primaries (number/whorl) is, again, identical for both forms; the juvenile reduc
tion of density up to 15-25 (30) mm diameter is followed by an in
crease from about 20-25 primaries per whorl to 27-35 on the mature
whorls, although there is possibly a slower increase in the macro
conchs. T h e strong resemblance between both forms clearly in
dicates dimorphic correspondence. Significantly, a closely related
form is also present (Text-fig. 18, 140 mm D) in the Brouwer col
lection from Wai Miha, Sula Islands (Miner, and Geol. Museum
Delft, Xo. 14885), together with two microconchiate I m oerm an n i
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Text-figs. 20a-d. — Cross section of Irianites, gray indicating body chamber;
a-b, /. cf. I. moermanni (Kruizinga) $ (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126221 and
126229); c-d, /. moermanni $ (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126212 and 126220). xl.
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Text-fig. 21 — Scatter of whorl width against diameter ( W :D ) for Irianites,
whole collection at hand from Kemaboe Valley; including 7. moermanni
(Kruizinga) 6 , 7. cf. 7. moermanni $ , 7. moermanni ( ? ) $ or 9 , and 7.
moermanni juv. For simplicity, no individual growth lines are indicated.

(see above, Text-fig. 15). However, this macroconch has apparently
not previously been described or figured.
T h e single large specimen from the same Brouwer collection
of the Sula Islands described by Kruizinga (1926, p. 46, pi. 14, fig.
1) under the new name C oeloceras indicum was first believed to be
identical with this Irian ites macroconch. However, the study of
the holotype in the Geological Institute, Amsterdam, showed this to
be a typical Stcphanoccras (T elo cera s); the primaries rise gradu
ally up to the mid-lateral strong tubercles or spines. At the end of
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Text-fig. 22 .— Scatter of umbilical width against diameter (U:D) for
Irianitcs, whole collection at hand from Kemaboe Valley (as in Text-fig. 21).
Only two individual growth lines are indicated (body chamber dotted).

the phragmocone, made visible after partial removal of the body
chamber, the secondaries are rather blunt and densely spaced.
Contrary to Arkell’s (1956, p. 440) opinion, the strongly worn
body chamber was probably ribbed to the end (Text-fig. 9 ). T h e
umbilical suture is shown by Kruizinga (1926, fig. on p. 4 6 ). Stemm atoceras eth erid g ei Gerth (1927) from New Guinea is probably
distinct from S. indicum , apparently having less developed primaries
and denser secondaries at similar diameter (Text-fig. 8 ).
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M easurem ents —
Dmm

H%

W%

u%

R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126221
body ch.
84
“
66
phragm.
55
u
38.4

31
32.5
32
30

49.5
47
36.5
34

43
42
46
45.5

31
31
34.5
42
+3.5
31
3+
35
31
41
33.5
36

42
34.5
35.5
39
54
43
41
39
36
46
53
71

43
43.5
43
43
43.5
39
41.5
45
42
36
36.5
28.5

st. 126229
body ch.
phragm.
44
<<
(L 136) body ch.
44
phragm.
44
44
44
44

63.3
51
39
14.2
4.6
54.7
41
32
16.7
6.1
3
1.4

st. 12622S
body ch.
phragm.

57.2
c.39

st. 12622+
body ch.
44
phragm.

P

c.14
—
14
13
14
13
11.5
13
—
12.5
12
11.5
10.5
—
—
—

32
c.33

42.5
c.41

42
c.45

81
69
5+

32
33
33

41.5
48
43

—
—
—

—
—
—

st. 126223
body ch.
44
phragm.

90
75
23

29
31
28.5

46.5
50
c.39

—
—
—

—
—
—

st. 126222
phragm.
“

c.78
c.30

c.66
c.47

—
—

—
—

c.38
c.35

14.5
13

FAUNAL AFFINITIES AND AGES

T h e Le Roux fossil collection from the Kemaboe Valley, West
Irian, is made up of the following Middle Jurassic to basal Cre
taceous ammonite species (number of specimens in parenthesis) :
Bajocian:
r'ontannesia aff. /•'. clarkei (Crick) [subsp. k ilian i
(Kruizinga) ]

(7 )
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Text-fig. 23.— Scatter of whorl section, i.r. whorl width against whorl height
( W : H ) , for Irianitcs, whole collection at hand from Kemaboe Valley (as in
Text-fig. 21). Only a single individual growth line is indicated (body chamber
dotted).

D ocicloceras (D ocidoceras) longalvum cf. lim atum
(Pompeckj) $
D. (D .) sp. indet.
S tephan oceras (Stephan oceras) aff. S. hu m phriesian u m
(J. de C. Sowerby) $

(1)
(1)
(1)
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Text-fig. 24 .— Scatter of rib density, i.e. primaries per whorl against diameter
(P.D.), for Irianitcs, whole collection at hand from Kemaboe Valley (as in
Text-fig. 21). Most individual growth lines are indicated (body chamber
dotted).

(?) S. (Stem m atoceras? ) eth erid g ei (Gerth) $
S. (Stem m atoceras?) eth erid g ei (G erth)?, $ [Itin saites]

(1)
(1)

Bathonian-Callovian:
B u llatim orp h ites ?, n. sp. $
(5-8)
B. (?) (T rep toccras? ) aff. B. m icrostom a (d’Orbigny) $
(1)
B. ( T .) aff. B. uhligi (Popovici-Hatzeg) $
(2-3)
B. (?) (T . ?) costidensus, n. sp. $
(c.25)
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B. (T . ?) n. sp. A. <5
(?) C obban ites aff. C. en gleri (Freehold) [??
L ep to sp h in ctes]
Irian ites m oerm an n i (Kruizinga) $
I. cf. I. m oerm an n i (Kruizinga) 9

291

(8)
(1)
(65-75)
(25-30)

Callovian:
(?) E ucycloceras in term ediu m Spatli (<$?)
? E. sp. indet., S ?
Subkossm atia obscura b o eh m i, n. subsp.

(1)
(1)
(2)

Upper Tithonian-Valanginian:
B lan ford iceras w allichi novaguinense Gerth
B. sp. indet.
H im alayites aff. H . n ed erbu rg h i Boehm
O lcostephanus (‘R ogersites’) sp. indet.

(2)
(4)
(1)
(1)

Most of the Lower Bajocian (s.s.) to Middle Callovian am
monite species, as well as most genera here described, are either
new to Indonesia (including West Irian) or have previously been
wrongly classified. D ocidoceras , B u lla tim o rp h ites (T rep to cera s) ,
S tephan oceras s.s. and (?) C obban ites are new to the entire south
eastern Asia-Australia area; only Irian ites appears to be endemic to
eastern Indonesia.
L o w er B ajocian (Text-fig. 25 a) . — F on tan n esia aff. F. clarkei
(Crick) may be identical with the dubious ‘ G ram m oceras k ilia n i’
(Kruizinga) from the Sula Islands, which, if indeed a F on tan n esia,
may best be classified as a subspecies of F. clarkei s-l. Significantly,
F. cf. F. clarkei has recently (Bremer, 1966) been described from
the lower S. sow erbyi Zone of Turkey in the easternmost Mediter
ranean occurrence of F on tan n esia . Anatolia appears also to be the
only hitherto known occurrence of D ocidoceras longalvum lim atum
(Pompeckj) (op.cit.) the distribution of which is now tentatively
extended to New Guinea. T h e two species are good indicators for
the S. sow erbyi Zone, probably its lower part, the L . discites Sub
zone (of Europe) which is also the age of the Anatolian occurrence.
T his close affinity suggests direct migration from the eastern Medi
terranean to New Guinea (wherever it may have been located
during Jurassic tim e). Surprisingly, unquestionable D ocidoceras
has not been reported from the fossiliferous Western Australian
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Text-figs. 25a-b.— Known geographic distribution of the Bajocian-Callovian
Ammonitina genera and suhgenera occurring in the Kemahoe Valley; plotted
on a North polar projection of the Recent globe. (25b, see p. 293.)

assemblage of the same age (Akell, 1951) with the possible ex
ception of the single microconchiate D ocidoccras? (T rilo b iticeras ?)
depressum (YVhitehouse) and the fragments of ‘O toites aff. an ti
p o d its’ Arkell (op. cit., pi. 32, figs. 1 a,b) .
T h e supposed American occurrences of Fontanncsia (Arkell)
1956, 1957) are based respectively on a single record without
description or figure from British Columbia (Crickmay, 1930)
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and probably on the ‘Fontanncsia austroam cricana' Jaworski (1926)
from Mendoza, Argentina, a single probably microconchiate speci
men of uncertain affinities. Reliable occurrences of Fontann esia
are therefore restricted to Europe, Anatolia, Australia, and New
Guinea.
T h e ‘reticulate’ geographic distribution of D ocidoccras and
closely related Otoitidae was recently discussed (Westermann,
1969, Bull. Amer. Paleont., vol. 57. No. 255). T h e confirmed
distribution of D ocidoccras s-s resembles that of F on tan n esia,
i. e. Europe, N.W. Africa, Anatolia, and New Guinea, while
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records from North America refer either to the southwestern
Alaskan D. ( P scu docidoccras) or to records from Oregon (Lupher,
1911). However, some early Bajocian stephanoceratids recently de
scribed by Imlay (196-1) from southeastern Alaska under Stcphano((’ras (S kirroccras) could possibly be D ocidoccras s.s. [cf. S. (K .)
neh liian us Imlay, pi. 15, fig. 6, and 5. (K .) ju h lei, pi. 16, fig. 6].
Unfortunately, the complete septal sutures of the best material
cannot be investigated because this woidd mean breaking up
tvpe specimens. However, one undescribed specimen of 5. (K .)
cf. S. nclchianum (Imlay’s identification) from U.S. Geological
Survey locality 21120 has a suture intermediate between that
of D ocidoccras and S tephan oceras with a dissimilar pair of ‘internal
lateral' saddles divided by an almost straight U n; significantly,
the listed assemblage from this locality (Imlay, 1964, T ab le 12)
suggests early Bajocian age [ ‘Sonninia cf. S. n odata Buckman'
= .S’. (A laskoccras) aff. S. alaskcnsis Westermann; ‘S. cf. S. p atella
W aagen’
P lananunatoceras cf. P. ben n eri
(Hoffmann) ;
AVitchcllia cf. lacviuscula (J. de C. Sowerby)’]. Although this
species is therefore probably correctly placed in S tephan oceras
(subgen. Skirroccras or K u m a to step h a m is), this early Alaskan
stephanoceratid suggests the evolution of the family from evolute
D ocidoccras, D. longalvum group, of the Otoitidae.
M id d le B ajocian . (Text-fig. 25 a ) . — S tephan oceras (Stem m atoccras}) clh erid g ci (G erth ), based on an incomplete macroconch
(holotype here refigured), is apparently known only from New
Guinea and probably distinct from the large but poorly known 5.
in din u n (Kruizinga), originally described from the Sula Islands.
Probably two of the ‘Stem m atoceras’ from the Langgeroe area
figured in Visser and Hermes (1962, end. 17, figs. 16 a,b and 19 a-c)
belong to E. eth erid g ei while others resemble closely S. (T elo c er a s )
itinsae (figs. 20 a ,b ), S. alberten se (figs. 22 a,b) and ‘Itin saites’
itinsac , McLearn spp., from the S. hu m phriesian u m Zone of the
North American Cordilleras. Closely affiliated with S. (T eloceras)
itinsac (McLearn) and S. p alliseri (M cLearn), also described from
the northern Cordilleras, is the Mamapiri (Langgeroe area)
specimen figured by Boehm (1913, text-fig. 3, pi. 3, fig. 2 ). Signifi
cantly a similar specimen has recently also been found in the
Malargiie area of Mendoza, Argentina (unpublished).
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Of particular interest is the discovery of a typical Stephanoccras of the 5. hu m phriesian u m group which now appears almost
cosmopolitan in distribution; .S'. caam an oi (McLearn) is one of
possibly several northeastern Pacific representatives and a specimen
from north-central Chile has been recorded (Westermann, 1967, p.
6 8 ). Several subgenera of Stephanoc eras which are in part inter
mediate to C adom ites and of early Upper Bajocian age, occur in
the Western Interior United States (Imlay, 1961, 1967), Mexico
(.S', undulatum B urckhardt), Chile and Argentina (Stcinmann,
1881; Westermann, 1967).
(U pper) B ath on ian - (M iddle) C allovian. —T h t larger part of
the Kemaboe Valley ammonites appears to be endemic to the eastern
Indonesia area and cannot be dated accurately, but is placed with
some confidence in this interval. Surprisingly, the collection did
not contain a single M acrocephalites s.l., probably the most ubi
quitous and common group in the whole Indo-West Pacific Callovian. However, the presence of the Middle Callovian eucycloceratids
leaves no doubt that this stage is represented.
Of particular interest are several species, all tentatively classi
fied under B u llatim orp h ites, with both macro-and microconch;
the genus was previously almost unknown from the circumpacific
area, with the single exception of B. sofan um (Boehm) from the
Sula Islands. All species, however, differ from the typically Europeansouthwestern Asian B u lla tim o rp h ites in the dense and usually
curved ribbing of at least the inner whorls, the more regularly
coiled body chamber, and the relatively narrow U 2 lobe. In the
costation they resemble the Middle Callovian Eucycloceratinae
E ucycloceras , S u bkossm atia, and Idiocycloceras which, west of Geelvink Bay and on the Sula Islands appear to be profusely repre
sented but were largely misidentified with M acrocep h alites spp.
(Boehm, 1912,1913). Significantly, B u lla tim o rp h ites sofan um
(Boehm) and ? B. (T rep to cera s) sp. have recently also been found
in the M. m acrocephalu s Zone of Neuquen in the southern Andes
(unpublished).
T h e most important species for correlation is B. (T rep toceras)
aff. B. uhligi (Popovici-Hatzeg), which also occurs at the W airori
River (Gerth, 1927, p. 226; “S phaeroceras cf. bu llatu m d’O rb.”;
refigured here for the first time, Text-fig. 10). B. u hligi [ “ B. sue-

virus (Roemer) ” auct.] anil closely affiliated B. crim aciense Enay
["T . m icrostom a”, Qnenstedt 1886, non d’Orbigny] occur in the
shaly l'acies of the Upper Bathonian and Lower Callovian of
Europe (Germany, R o m an ia), and “B. sucvicus” was recorded
from the Upper Bathonian of the Pamirs (fid e Arkell, 1956, p. 403).
T h e single B. (T .) aff. B. m icrostom a (d’Orbigny) resembles the
Middle to Upper Bathonian European species.
T h e more abundant new species which are only tentatively
placed in B u llatim orp h ites, however, appear intermediate to the
Middle Callovian Eucycloceratinae which they resemble except for
the much more depressed whorl section. Only the most common
form, B. ? costidcnsus, is named although at least three different
forms are present.
Morphological affinity with the Eucycloceratinae suggests that
most of the tentative B u llalim orf)h ites may be phylogenetic inter
mediates between Tulitidae and Eucycloceratinae, i.e. that the
latter subfamily evolved from Tiditidae rather than from Sphaeroceratinae as assumed previously, a derivation retained only for the
Macrocephalitinae ( M acroccphalitcs s.h). This supposition would
also imply that this Indonesian B u llatim orp h itcs ? costidcnsus group
is among the last if not representing the latest part of the T u li
tidae, and possibly of Middle Callovian age. Such age would also
explain the absence in the collection of M acroccphalilcs s.l. (as
would, of course, a Bathonian age) .
At least in part associated with the B. ? costidcnsus group
(same concretion) is the almost certainly dimorphic Irian itcs
m oerm an n i (K ruizinga), a species and genus probably endemic to
eastern Indonesia-New Guinea. /. m oerm an n i is also associated with
Bositra bu chi (Roemer) which has a known vertical range from the
Toarcian to the Oxfordian. Another unnamed species probably
occurs in undated beds of Babar Island, northeast of Tim or
(Boehm. 1908; jaworski, 1933). Irianitcs is somewhat tentatively
placed in the Perisphinctaceae and possibly closest affiliated with
‘Pseudoperisphinctinae’.
Callor/ian. — T h e New Guinean ‘M acroccfdm lites keeuw ensis
fjy' Boelmi (1913, pi. 5, fig. 2 ), identified by Spatli (1924, p. 212)
with Subkossm atia ‘beta-gam m a', closely resembles the Kutch
species Subhossm atia oj>is (Waagen) and the closely related S.
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obscura Spatli and is here given the proper name .S'. obscura boehrni,
n.subsp. T h e Sula Islands species Eycycloceras in term ediu m Spatli
is probably also present. Both forms appear intimately related and
the genera are probably best united.
Eucycloccras and Subhossm atia are typical of the greater Indian
Ocean area, although E ucyeloeeras is also reported from North
Africa (Arkell, 1957, p. L 291) . In the famous Kutch section, both
genera are restricted to the upper R cin eck eia rehrnanni Zone
(Spatli, 1933, p. 676) which is now placed in the lower but not
basal part of the Middle Callovian, equivalent to the higher parts of
the northwest European K. jason Zone, where M acroccphalites s.l.
has become extinct (Callomon, 1955).
T h e perisphinctid (?) C obban ites aff. C. en gleri (Frebold) re
sembles this basal Callovian species from Alberta and to a lesser
degree, C. talkeetn an u s Imlay from the Upper Bathonian and
Lower Callovian of southern Alaska and Montana.
In sum m ary, — the studied ammonites from the Kemaboe Valley
clearly indicate the Lower and the Middle Bajocian (exclusive of
Aalenian) and the lower Middle Callovian, while Middle Bathonian-Lower Callovian (probably Upper Bathonian) is tentatively
suggested: however, it is possible that only Bajocian and Middle
Callovian are present. T h e faunal affinities are strongly Mediter
ranean in the Lower Bajocian (S. soxverbyi Zone), cosmopolitan,
somewhat eastern Pacific in the Middle Bajocian and mainly ‘Inclic’
in the (Middle Bathonian to) Middle Callovian, with weak en
demism in the Bajocian and strong endemism in the later faunas.
Considering all Bajocian to Callovian ammonite genera now
known from New Guinea (Table 1) : Lower Bajocian is repre
sented by D ocidoccras s.s., F on tan n esia and P scu dotoites; the Mid
dle Bajocian by diverse S tephan oceras s.l. and C hon droceras;
doubtful Upper Bajocian by C hondroceras }(P raetulites) and pos
sibly by C adom ites ? [recorded only; but not ‘B acu latoceras’ in
Visser and Hermes, 1962, which is B lan fordiccrasy, possible Bathon
ian by T u lites? [recorded only] and the C adom ites? mentioned
above and B u llatim orp h ites of the B. uhligi and (?) B. m icros
tom a groups; Lower Callovian by diverse M acrocephalites s.l.;
(lower) Middle Callovian by Subhossm atia, Idiocycloccras, and
E ucyeloeeras (?) .
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Fontannesia aff. F. clarkei (Crick) [? subsp.kiliani
(Kruizinga)]

238

la-c. Almost complete specimen, with 2/3 whorl body chamber, last two
septa not clearly approximated (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126181).
2. Incomplete specimen with 1/2 whorl body chamber (R.G.M. Leiden,
st. 126182).
3a-b. Slightly damaged specimen with partly preserved aperture, body
chamber of 2/3 whorl, last septa not markedly approximated.
(R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126183).
4a-b. Small, probably immature specimen, body chamber
phragmocone (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126184).
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Fontannesia aff. F. clarkei (Crick) [? subsp. kiliani
(Kruizinga)]
la-c. Wholly septate specimen, last septa approximated, with wellpreserved nucleus (Text-fig. 4) (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126185).
2a-b. Probably not fully grown specimen, compressed, and weakly ornate,
with 1/2 whorl incomplete body chamber (R.G.M. Leiden, st.
126186).
3a-b. Incomplete specimen with 1/2 whorl body chamber, phragmocone
partly crushed, with approximated last sutures; b, nucleus of same
(R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126187).
4a-b. Immature ( ? ) , probably almost complete specimen with 2/3 whorl
body chamber (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126188).
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la-d. Docidoceras (Docidoceras) longalvum (Vacek) cf. subsp.............. 244
limatum (Pompeckj) 9
Complete specimen with aperture; note umbolateral groove with
porous filling (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126189).

2. (?) Docidoceras (Docidoceras) sp. indet. 9
Incomplete body chamber and
(R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126190).
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la,b. Stephanoceras (Stephanoceras) aff. S. humphriesianum
(J. de C. Sowerby) $ ................................................................................ 247
Fragment of phragmocone with damaged beginning of body chamber.
(R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126191).

2a,b. Stephanoceras (Stemmatoceras?) etheridgei (Gerth) ?, & ?

252

Probably almost complete specimen with 2/3 whorl body chamber
(R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126192).

3a,b. Cobbanites (?) aff. C. engleri (Frebold) ..............................................269
Almost complete specimen with 7/8 whorl body chamber. (R.G.M.
Leiden, st. 126193).
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Bullatimorphites ?, n. sp. 9
la,b. Somewhat crushed phragmocone with beginning of bodv chamber
(R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126194).
2a-c. Undistorted phragmocone with 1/4 whorl incomplete body chamber
(R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126195).
3. Fragment of large body chamber with remnant of penultimate
whorl (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126196).
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la,b. Bullatimorphites (Treptoceras) aff. B. uhliqi (Popovici-Hatzeg) A 259
Specimen with aperture, beginning of hotly chamber damaged, with
ventral costae anomaly (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126197).

2a-c. Bullatimorphites (?) Treptoceras?) aff. B. microstoma
(d’Orbigny) A

257

Complete, slightly damaged specimen with exposed part of penulti
mate whorl (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126199).

3a-b. Bullatimorphites (Treptoceras) aff. B. uhligi (Popovici-Hatzeg)
Incomplete whorl of contracting body chamber with end of phragmocone (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126198).
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Bullatimorphites ? (Treptoceras?) costidensus Westermann
and Getty, n. sp. (£ ?) ...............................................................................260
1. End of body chamber with probably incomplete aperture (R.G.M.
Leiden, st. 126200).
2a,b. Complete but somewhat deformed body chamber with incomplete
aperture (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126201).
3a-e.

Holotype, almost complete body chamber of over one whorl and part
of phragmocone; b,c, lateral and apertural views of last septum; e,
part of body chamber removed (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126203).

4a-c. Almost complete body chamber of one whorl
126202).
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Bullatimorphites ? (Treptoceras?), n. sp. A $
la-d. Complete body chamber with aperture (lappets) and phragmocone,
right side damaged and distorted (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126204).
2a-b. Almost complete specimen (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126205).
3. Almost complete body chamber with parts of crushed phragmocone,
secondaries exceptionally dense (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126206).
4a-b. Rock fragment with impression of lrianitcs cf. moermanni
(Kruizinga) and B.? ( T . l ) , n.sp. A.; b, latter species after removal
of former, composed of body chamber fragment and plasticine mold
of inner whorls (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126207).
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la-b. Eucycloceras sp. indet., 6 ?

266

Somewhat distorted specimen with approximately 1/2 whorl body
chamber (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126208).

2a-b. (?) Eucyclocerasintermedium Spath, $ ?

265

Incomplete 1/2 whorl bodv chamber and part of penultimate whorl
(R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126209).

3,4. Subkossmatia obscura Spath boehmi Westermann and Getty,
n.subsp.
3a,h, almost complete body chamber and part of penultimate whorl
(R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126210).- 4a, b, incomplete body chamber with
remnants of inner whorls (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126211).
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Irianites moermanni (Kruizinga) 6
la-d. Nearly perfect specimen with incomplete aperture (base of lappets),
nucleus damaged; b,c, part of aperture removed to show whorl
section (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126212).
2. Almost
complete adult specimen (approximated sutures)
with
damaged incomplete, almost 3/4 whorl body chamber (R.G.M.
Leiden, st. 126213).
3a,b. Probably
complete specimen except tor aperture, with 3/4 whorl
body chamber (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126214).
4. Complete specimen with base of lappets, approximated sutures and
2/3 whorl body chamber (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126215).
5a-c. Probably
complete specimen except for aperture, with 3/4 whorl
bodv chamber and most of the test preserved (R.G.M. Leiden, st.
126216).
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Irianites moermanni (Kruizinga) £ ........................................
la-c. Complete body chamber of 7/8 whorl ( ? base of lappets) with
damaged phragmocone; c, Bositra buchi (F.A. Roemer) [ ‘Posidonia*
auct.] at aperture of same specimen, X 2. (R.G.M. Leiden, st.
126217).
2a,b. Irianites sp. juv. with 2/3 whorl incomplete body chamber (R.G.M.
Leiden, st. 126218).
3a,b. Body chamber fragment with lappets of large inflated form (R.G.M.
Leiden, st. 126219).
4a,b. Almost complete specimen with 3/4 whorl body chamber and approxi
mated sutures; large inflated form (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126220).
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Irianites cf. I. moermanni (Kruizinga) 9
la-d. Slightly damaged but almost complete specimen with 3/4 whorl
preserved body chamber; d, nucleus of same, X 1.5 (R.G.M.
Leiden, st. 126221).
2. Cross-section of fragment of largest phragmocone in collection
(R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126222).
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Irianites cf. I. moermanni (Kruizinga) 9
la-c. Incomplete specimen with 1/2 whorl preserved body chamber and
parts of phragmocone (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126223).
2. Almost full whorl ( 7/ 8) of incomplete body chamber, partly crushed,
and parts of phragmocone (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126224).
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Irianites cf. I. moermanni (Kruizinga) 9
la-c. Damaged phragmocone with 1/4 whorl fragment of body chamber
(R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126225).
2. Large body chamber fragment (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126226).
3a-b. ? Juvenile 9, with full one whorl body chamber which is probably
complete on left side; b, X 0.9 (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126227).
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Irianites cf. I. moermanni (Kruizinga) $ juv................................. 281
la-c. Immature specimen with one full whorl incomplete body chamber
(R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126228).
2a-f. Immature specimen with one full whorl incomplete body chamber;
d, f, inner whorls of same, x2 (R.G.M. Leiden, st. 126229).
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